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Abstract 

This bachelor's thesis focuses on the analysis of the current marketing mix of Forky's. 

The theoretical part of the work deals with the basic concepts of marketing and 

marketing mix, which are subsequently applied to the selected company in the 

analytical part. The practical part also contains a proposal for improving the current 

marketing mix and a proposal for streamlining promotion, with the aim of consolidating 

the market position and gaining new customers. 

Abstrakt 

Bakalářská práce se zaměřuje na analýzu současného marketingového mixu společnosti 

Forky's. Teoretická část práce pojednává o základních pojmech marketingu a 

marketingového mixu, které jsou následně v analytické části použily na vybraném 

podniku. Praktická část dále obsahuje návrh na zlepšení aktuálního marketingového 

mixu a především návrh na zefektivnění propagace, s cílem upevnění pozice na trhu a 

získání nových zákazníků. 
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Introduction 
In today's difficult times of the current energy crisis and constantly changing trends, the 

field of marketing and mainly the ability to orientate and adapt in it are absolutely 

crucial for entrepreneurs, especially in the gastronomic sector. This industry sector is 

now becoming a comprehensive and complex service full of data and new technologies, 

for example, nowadays so much-needed connection to delivery services, cash register 

systems and kitchen process control applications. 

The essence of this bachelor's thesis is the development of an optimization (proposition 

of an improvement) of the marketing mix of selected company with the purpose of 

helping the company to acquire new customers and thereby strengthen its position on 

the market in these difficult times. The selected company is Forky's. This is a food 

franchise that focuses exclusively on vegan food. The brand's philosophy is based on 

veganism and its resulting lifestyle. The main beliefs of the company therefore include 

the need to protect animals, the environment and contribution to physical and mental 

health and well-being. 

This bachelor's thesis is further divided into three main parts, that being theoretical, 

analytical and the last part - the proposal. In the theoretical part I devoted myself to the 

explanation of the found grounds of the marketing, marketing mix and types of analysis 

and methods, which are taken from professional publications dealing with definitions 

and terms needed to process the practical (analytical) part of the thesis. 

In the analytical part I tried to process the current state of the company as appropriately 

as possible using mystery shopping, and conducting market analyses (SLEPTE, Porter's 

five forces, SWOT), supplemented by information from interviews with the company's 

internal employees. 

In the last part of the proposal I dealt with a proposition of an adjustment of the current 

marketing mix that the company could implement with the aim of improving the overall 

operation of the company and its effectiveness in terms of marketing communication. 
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1 Problem definition, goal of the thesis and methodology 
In this chapter I would like to address the main purpose of this thesis, which I want to 

fulfill. Simultaneously I would like to point out the methodology and process of 

elaboration parts, which will be used in this thesis. 

1.1 Problem definition 

Nowadays, a high percentage of businesses in the gastronomy sector have to deal with a 

number of difficult problems, which include, in particular, the energy crisis and the lack 

of personnel (employees). For these reasons, it is essential that not only financial 

management, but especially the elements of the marketing mix itself are constantly 

optimised and prepared for change or innovation. 

1.2 Goal of the thesis 

As a goal of my bachelor thesis I did set a complete analysis of the marketing mix of a 

specific company - Forky's and eventually a creation of a proposition for improvement 

of this already existing marketing mix, in order to increase the number of customers and 

the effectiveness of promotion activities. 

1.3 Methodology used 

As the first of the three main chapters, the theoretical part is presented, where, based on 

publicly available sources (professional literature), I broke down the basic terms used in 

this thesis: marketing, marketing mix, types of analysis and all other necessary terms, 

their processing and evaluation. 

Following on from the mentioned first chapter, an analytical part is presented, where I 

implemented the gained knowledge in practice at the selected company. After a short 

introduction about the company itself, its history, functioning and psychology I am 

devoting this part for current marketing mix utilisation. Furthermore, the interpretations 

of performed analyses follow, where I evaluated the current situation with the focus on 

the elements of these analyses individually, based on conducted mystery shopping and 

an interview with the company's internal employees. 

In the last but definitely not least part of the proposition I pitch a proposal for 

improvement of the current marketing mix of the Forky's company. 
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2 Theoretical background 
In the theoretical part, I devoted myself exclusively to explaining the basics of elements 

of marketing itself, the marketing mix, and analyses used. For the needs of this thesis I 

used the basic concept of marketing mix consisting of four tools (4P): Product, Price, 

Place, Promotion. In the analytical part I will follow up on theoretical knowledge, for 

which I will use the works of various authors, as well as publicly available resources. 

2.1 Marketing 

Primarily it is necessary to clarify the term marketing, because nowadays everyone can 

imagine something different. Most people probably think of advertising under this term, 

i.e. billboards, TV commercials, flyers and sales promotion campaigns. Sales and 

advertisement are indeed an integral functions of marketing, but they are only two of its 

functions and often not the most important ones. Nowadays, we know that the ability to 

sell is no longer the most important thing, but the satisfaction of customer's needs is the 

most crucial aspect, since the sale itself is only the final phase of previously applied 

marketing. Marketing represents actions that need to be taken in order to identify the 

customer's need, its scope and intensity and then deciding whether an opportunity to 

profit (sell) has arisen. It is constantly present throughout the life-cycle of the product 

with the effort to attract new customers and retain the already existing ones, it improves 

the appearance and performance of the product, learns from sales results and tries to 

repeat the success (Kotler, et al. 2007). 

2.1.1 Marketing definition 

Since each author looks at the essence of marketing in his own unique way and style, 

there are countless definitions that describe its basic functions. 

Example of possible definition: 

„Marketing is the activity, set of institutions, and processes for creating, 

communicating, delivering, and exchanging offerings that have value for customers, 

clients, partners, and society at large. " (American Marketing Association, 2022) 
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2.2 Marketing environment 

One of the main basic marketing steps is marketing environment analysis. Generally it 

can be divided into two parts: micro and macroenvironment. It consists of the forces 

around the company, which directly or indirectly affect the company's functioning and 

ability to satisfy the customer and are more or less connected to each other (Kotler, et 

al. 2007). 

2.2.1 Microenvironment 

Also referred to as a company's internal environment, consists of factors which can 

partially or significantly influence the business activities. A company (or an 

entrepreneur) is dependent on them to a certain extent. There is an advantage however, 

unlike the macroenvironment, the subject can actively change and work on these factors 

itself (Foret, 2008). 

Factors of the microenvironment: (Kotler, Armstrong 2011; Foret 2008) 

- Company 

- Customers 

- Suppliers 

- Competitors 

- Marketing Intermediaries 

- General Public (Kotler, Armstrong 2011) 

1/ The Company 

The internal environment of a firm or a company is usually structured with the usage of 

many groups within (departments) - groups such as top management, purchasing, 

operative, research and development, finance and accounting. A l l of these groups have 

to work closely together, along with marketing managers, with the mission of helping 

the customer and satisfying his needs always present in the mind. Proper functioning of 

the company strongly depends on right cooperation of these individual departments 

(Kotler, Armstrong 2011). 
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2/ Customers 

Surely the most important part of the company's microenvironment. Serving the 

customers and creating a relationship with them is the goal of the entire network. There 

are five types of customer markets, from which the company might target any (or 

multiple). Each segment has its own unique specifications and properties, that's why a 

proper analysis should be conducted every time. 

The five customer segments: 

- Business market 

- Consumer market 

- Government market 

- Reseller market 

- International market (Kotler, Armstrong 2011) 

3/ Suppliers 

Relationships with the suppliers play a crucial role in satisfying customer's needs, 

simply because of the fact that production of the company's product (or service) is 

dependent on them. It is also necessary to take the availability and price evolution into 

account. Such an event like a rising supply cost could cause a price increase which 

could be harmful for the company's sales volume (Kotler, Armstrong 2011). 

4/ Competitors 

Focusing purely on customer satisfaction is never enough. It is inevitable to be 

understood with the tactics of the competition and to have a general overview of their 

actions. From that the differentiation and adaptations can be made to create a strategic 

advantage and increase the market share of a company. There is no such thing as an 

ideal competitive marketing strategy for all businesses, each and every one should 

consider its size and positioning in comparison to its competitors (Kotler, Armstrong 

2011). 
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5/ Marketing Intermediaries 

The main responsibility of marketing Intermediaries for a certain company is to help 

with realisation of the business operations. Primarily We are talking about wholesalers 

and retailers (resellers), financial providers services (banks, insurance companies), 

marketing agencies (promotion) and distribution companies (transportation and storage) 

(Kotler, Armstrong 2011). 

6/ General Public 

Focusing on relationships with the public is also beneficial to some extent. The reason is 

that these in-groups (interest groups) can have a potential interest in the company's 

actions and therefore an impact on the ability to achieve goals of this subject. These 

groups We can also call a public and we identify seven types of them, that being: 

- Financial publics 

- Media publics 

- General publics 

- Local publics 

- Citizen-action publics 

- Internal publics 

- Government publics (Kotler, Armstrong 2011) 

2.2.2 Macroenvironment 

Also referred to as a global macroenvironment consists of six factors which are 

affecting the company from the outside. They have an influence on the company's 

operations, even though in comparison to the microenvironment, the company cannot 

control or change them in any way. The best approach is to be very familiar with all of 

these to the extent, so that the company could immediately and fluently adapt and react 

to them (Foret, 2008). 

Six factors of the macroenvironment: 

- The Demographic Environment 

- The Economic Environment 

- The Technological Environment 
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- The Natural Environment 

- The Political Environment 

- The Social Environment (Kotler, Armstrong, 2011) 

1/ The Demographic Environment 

This force includes population and its characteristics. As examples we could list the 

population growth, migration, ageing of the population, the birth and mortality rate, the 

level of education or the employment (Foret, 2008). 

Changes in the demographic field result in the changes in markets, therefore it is very 

important to have a proper knowledge about the ongoing trends, nowadays mainly the 

changing age structure of the population (Kotler, Armstrong, 2011). 

2/ The Economic Environment 

Includes factors which are affecting the consumer purchasing power and spending 

patterns, such as interest rates, resources and their availability, economic differences at 

the country level and the economical development of countries and inflation (Foret; 

Kotler). 

3/ The Technological Environment 

The analysis of the technological environment characterises the speeding pace of 

innovations in every field of the world's infrastructure. Manufacturing, travelling, data 

collecting, internet availability, robotics and more are all evolving at a very high rate. 

This may be the most rapidly changing and most impactful force of our times (Foret, 

2008). 

4/ The Natural Environment 

The natural environment force includes conditions such as extraction of raw materials 

which results in the devastation of the environment itself, pollution, waste processing 

and global warming. The environmental concerns are steadily increasing over the past 

decades and it has become a global issue. Many cities around the world are dealing with 

the water and especially air pollution these days, which reached dangerous levels in 
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some parts of the world. The increasing costs of energy can be recognized almost 

everywhere (Kotler, et al. 2007) 

5/ The Political Environment 

Marketing decisions are influenced by the political situation in a specific country. This 

influence of the political environment can result in restriction of some of the business 

activities. Phenomena such as legislation (laws for protecting both sides 

entrepreneur/consumer), government institution activities and political parties are 

included (Foret, 2008). 

6/ The Social Environment 

Consist mainly of the linguistic and religious values of different subcultures. These 

values are influencing the local market specificities, which are manifested in a certain 

country. The preservation of these values is still a strong thing, although the 

homogenization brought by the mass media (internet and television) (Foret, 2008). 

2.3 Marketing mix (4P) 

There is no doubt that the marketing mix is the company's most important marketing 

instrument of them all. Organisation uses it for the purpose of reaching its marketing 

goals and it can be (should be) changed throughout the process. It consists of everything 

that is turned into use on the market, on the customers and simultaneously it determines 

the company's success. This tool is composed of four elements: Product, Price, Place 

and Promotion. 

While constructing the marketing mix, emphasis should be placed on the connections 

between the mutual elements. The success relies on the right „ratio", „mixing" or 

combination with regard to target customers (Foret, 2008). 

„ The marketing mix is the set of tactical marketing tools that the firm blends to 

produce the response it wants in the target market. The many possibilities can be 

collected into four groups of variables—the four Ps " (Kotler, Armstrong, 2011, p. 51). 
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Figure 1: Marketing mix deconstruction (4P) 
Source: Kotler, Armstrong, 2011, p. 52) 

2.3.1 Product 

Product stands for the combination of the goods and services that the company is 

offering to the market. The Product has a key status with connection to the marketing 

mix, simply because of the fact that other components of the marketing mix can be 

further developed only after a specific product (service) is defined. It involves creating 

and introducing new products that are attractive to customers. 

2.3.1.1 Product levels 

In marketing, we distinguish three basic product levels, namely the core product, the 

real (own) product and the extended product (Horner, Swarbrook, 1996). 

The Core Product 

The core of the product represents the main benefit, the value that the product is able to 

provide to customers. It is the benefit that helps solve their problems and it is what 

makes them buy the product. 
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The Real (Own) Product 

Usually, customers are more used to watch and to be aware of the real (own) product. 

At this level, the first phenomena is its quality, which is one of the main tools for 

building a position on the market. It represents a complex category and can generally be 

said to be the ability to perform the required functions. Quality includes such aspects of 

the product as durability, reliability, accuracy, functionality, controllability, etc. From a 

marketing point of view, the quality of a product is as it is perceived and evaluated by 

the customer. It also includes features like design, quality, packaging and branding 

(Foret, 2008). 

The Extended Product 

The last but definitely not least level is the extended Product, so-called augmenting 

factors of the product that provide the customer a certain perceived advantage. These 

are usually services related to the purchase of the product, such as shipping, installation 

and consulting. To these we can also include services such as: warranty, 

service/maintenance or credit (Kotler, et al. 2007). 

2.3.1.2 Product's life-cycle 

A Product life cycle refers to the amount of time a certain product goes from the 

introduction until being „taken off the shelves, in other words removed from the market. 

It is usually broken down into four or, as in this case, five stages (1/-5/). 

Figure 2: The three product levels 
(Source: Greatideasforteachingmarketing.com) 
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1/ Product development 

At this stage, somewhat large costs are naturally expected, because the company has to 

spend finance for product development, production itself, preparation and promotion. 

This stage does not generate any profit as a rule. 

2/ Market Introduction 

It is a phase of slow demand growth after the introduction of the product to the market. 

Demand may grow slowly due to the fact that consumers are not yet very familiar with 

this new product. Other situations can be when this new product is meant to replace the 

older one, but at the same time consumers do not have the urgent need to to exchange. 

In this stage the marketing strategy should focus on a wider range of promotion 

activities with the aim of spreading awareness of the product, leading to the attraction of 

new customers (Vysekalova, 2006; Foret, 2008). 

3/ Growth 

The product has been accepted by the consumer market. It is possible to introduce serial 

production due to the increasing demand which is connected with increase in revenue. 

In this stage competition generally awakens, coming into the „prepared" market with a 

similar product, usually for a cheaper price. 

This might result in activities like improving the features of the product and tuning the 

brand message to differentiate from the competition. The company is likely still 

investing huge into the advertising of the product, trying to attract new and repeat orders 

with already existing customers (Hannagan, 1996). 

4/ Maturity 

Moving into the maturity of the product, the growth has slowed down rapidly, as the 

product has been accepted by the majority of potential customers. However even though 

the growth is not on the same level as it was, it is a stage where the company usually 

registers the biggest amount of sales and the product starts to be more efficient. Costs of 

marketing campaigns and production drop down significantly and the company still 

makes profit. It is crucial to secure a lead position on the market in this phase, because 
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the competitive battle is in its peak. Seeking space where the competition failed to 

sufficiently satisfy its customers and emphasising the advantages of the company's 

product are some of the approaches which can be taken (Vysekalova, 2006). 

5/ Decline 

The demand for the product is falling sharply, this may be caused by technological 

progress or by new trend and changing fashion. Old products are replaced by new, 

many times even better ones. Investments in promotion (advertising) no longer make 

any sense, perhaps except sales promotion. The product should be withdrawn from the 

market, sold out, or exported to less developed and demanding markets. This stage 

might be reached after many years, but also in a short period of time, which depends on 

the product's nature (Hannagan, 1996; Foret, 2008). 

Salts and 
profits ($) 

i Sales 

Profit G 

Product 
development inttoductioi Growth Maturity Decline-

Lossos/ 
investment ($) 

Figure 3: Visualisation of a product's life cycle 
(Source: Kotler, Armstrong, 2011, p. 273) 

2.3.2 Services 

Services are separately identifiable, primarily intangible activities that provide 

satisfaction of needs. They do not necessarily have to be associated with the sale of a 

product or other service, and their production may or may not require the use of tangible 

goods. If the use is necessary, however, there is no transfer of ownership of these 

intangible goods. Services are an important part of many business sectors, including 

banking, insurance, tourism, healthcare, transportation and many others (Vastikova 

2014; Kotler etal. 2007) 
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Classification of services 

As a basic classification could be used the sectoral classification of services, which 

divides the services to three sectors: tertiary, quarternary and quinternary. 

- Tertiary services are characterized as the ones which have been performed 

home in the past. We include catering services, accommodation, dry cleaners 

and laundries, hairdressers and barbershops, cosmetic services and others. 

- Quarternary services can be interpreted as services that make the division of 

labor easier and more efficient. We can include communication services, 

transport, trade, financial services and administration. 

- Quinternary services can be undestood as services that in some way improve 

their recipients. These include education, healthcare and recreation (Vastikova, 

2014). 

2.3.3 Price 

As the price we can understand the company's demand for the product (or service) 

offered to the customers. Most often, it takes the form of a certain amount of monetary 

units, or the volume of other products. If the product represents a certain value for the 

customer, it is necessary to come up with a counter-value accordingly, for the exchange. 

Price focuses on setting the right price for a product or service in general. It should be 

set at a level where customers perceive the value it offers relative to its cost. Therefore, 

the price is an expression of the consideration for which the seller is willing to exchange 

the product (Foret, 2008). 

With its numerical expression, the price creates an impression that it is determined as 

exact, unquestionable and immutable. On the contrary, we must work with the price 

along the way. Sometimes, it is determined without regard to the other parts of the 

marketing mix, or it is even forgotten to take into account the course of the product's 

life-cycle. The following are five pricing methods used in the modern marketing: 

(Foret 2008; Kotler, Armstrong 2011) 

- Cost-Based Pricing: One of the most frequently used methods of determining the 

price, mainly because of its simplicity and availability of underlying data. It 
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calculates the costs of production and distribution of the product using 

calculation procedures. 
Cost-based pricing 

Design a 
good product 

Determine 
product costs 

Set price based 
on cost 

Convince buyers 
of product's 

value 

Figure 4: Cost-based pricing procedure 
(Source: Kotler, Armstrong, 2011, p. 292) 

- Demand-oriented Pricing: Is based on the estimated volume of sales depending 

on the different price levels and, in particular, on the effect that the price change 

will have on the demand size. 

- Competition-oriented Pricing: If the company has products, which can be 

compared to the products of a competition it can also consider a comparable 

price. This method is used especially when entering new foreign markets. 

- Customer Value-Based Pricing: The key to the pricing here is not the seller's 

cost, but the buyer's perception of the value of the product. Therefore the price 

cannot be set after designing the product and marketing program, but 

beforehand, along with all the marketing mix attributes. 

- Pricing according to the company's marketing goals: According to what the 

company wants to achieve on the market. If it wants to maximise the volume of 

sales and market share it will rather set a lower, generally acceptable price level. 

On the other hand, i f the primary goal is to maximise profit, it will on the 

contrary raise the prices to the highest, generally acceptable price level (Kotler, 

Armstrong 2011; Foret, 2008). 

2.3.4 Place 

From a marketing point of view a place determines how and where the product will be 

made available for purchase. The process of distributing a product to the place where it 

is sold to the customer. In these „global" ages, distribution represents a very demanding, 

but also an effective part of the marketing mix. For that purpose, distribution channels 

are built, to help overcome the time, space and ownership barriers. The whole concept 

of distribution is understood more comprehensively than just movement of the goods 

from one place to another. As we can see in the following overview, it is only the first 

of its three steps: (Kotler, Armstrong 2011) 
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- Physical distribution, which includes the transportation of goods, their storage 

and inventory management in such a way, that sellers are always able to meet 

demand requirements. 

- A change in ownership relationships where an exchange allows buyers to use 

the items or services they need or want. 

- The supporting and accompanying activities like: marketing research 

organisation, ensuring the promotion of goods, consulting, loan providing, etc. 

A distribution chain/network can be formed by up to three subjects, that being: 

- Producers (primary producers, processors, mining industry) 

- Distributors (retail, wholesale, sales agents) 

- Supporting organisations (marketing research and advertising agencies, 

insurance companies, banks, law firms) (Foret, 2008) 

2.3.5 Promotion 

The last, but very visible part of the marketing mix is promotion, also addressed as 

marketing communication. That is why when someone says marketing, people usually 

visualise some kind of an advertisement, which is the most known form of promotion. 

Company uses promotion to communicate customer value and to build relationships 

with customers. Promotion is the process of communicating with potential customers to 

raise awareness of the product or service, build interest in it and influence their buying 

decisions. Nowadays, the main problem of a company is not the production, but the 

sales, so it plays an equally important role, especially with the current globalisation of 

markets and large competition (Kotler, Armstrong 2011; Foret, 2008). 

Examples of promotional activities include advertising, public relations, personal 

selling, sales promotion and direct marketing. 
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Carefully blended mix of promotion tools 

Advertising Personal 
selling 

Sales 
promotion 

Consistent, clear, 
and compelling 

company 
and brand 
messages 

Public 
relations 

Direct 
marketing 

Figure 5: The promotion tools mix 
(Source: Kotler, Armstrong 2011, p.413) 

2.3.5.1 Advertising 

Is a part of the communication mix, which we all know very well, because we come 

across different types of it daily in our lives. Therefore it is probably the most realised 

one since we all have it in our sight so often. 

Advertising is the oldest and most-known tool of promotion. As a paid, non-personal 

and one-way form of communication, it is essentially always a message processed 

with a purpose (to sell a product) that the company addresses to existing and potential 

customers. It is usually displayed through various means of communication (media) 

(Kotler, et al. 2007). 

The advertisement should be: 

- specific and understandable 

- impressive 

- trustworthy (authoritative) 

- correctly timed (Hannagan, 1996) 

Multiple types of advertising are distinguished, taking into account the media of 

communication it uses. This is how it can be divided into print (newspapers and 
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magazines), radio and television, outdoor advertising (billboards, buildings, public 

transport stations), mobile advertising (transportation vehicles). 

For the main advantages and potential of the advertising could be listed the product 

getting a legitimate character and therefore social acceptance, the company itself is 

thanks to the advertisement presented like a successful and with strong financial stand 

and the consumer can compare with the competition (Hannagan, 1996; Foret, 2008). 

2.3.5.2 Public relations 

The main task of public relations (PR) is the creation of positive relations and 

communication with the public - building a good name for the company. 

Communication with the public has two main basic levels, namely: communication with 

the internal environment (internal) and communication with the external environment 

(external). 

By the internal, the so-called „inward direction" the company tries to influence its own 

employees in such a way that they have a positive relationship with it, identify with its 

interests and goals and so they alway speak only positively about the company, whether 

as part of the performance of work duties, but also privately and in public. 

By the external, the so-called „outward direction" the company tries to build good 

relations with its surroundings, that being local residents, control and administrative 

authorities, various organisations (social, cultural, sport, press, television, etc.) (Foret, 

2008). 

Public relations include activities such as interviews provided for publishing in 

newspapers, company's donations for charitable purposes, participation at public 

conferences and sponsoring a social event. When in the field of public relations the 

activities are performed correctly, it contributes to building and maintaining a good 

image of the company. 

2.3.5.3 Personal selling 

Is another very sufficient tool of the communication mix. It is based on the power of 

personal, immediate face-to-face contact with the customer. In this case, it is all about 

the seller's personality and abilities. The level of professionalism, knowledge of the 
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product as well as psychological effect on customers, general behaviour and trustworthy 

appearance. For the main advantages of the personal selling we could list: 

- Direct, personal contact with the customer, with the option to react immediately 

- The use and application of psychological methods of influencing customers and 

the art of directing their needs and requirements (Foret, 2008; Kotler et al. 2007) 

2.3.5.4 Sales promotion 

Sales promotion can be understood as a short-term incentive of the business with the 

aim of increasing sales and reaching customers in an unconventional way. In other 

words, the company is trying to make the product more attractive and affordable for 

customers, therefore it can be financially demanding, because the company is giving out 

„something" for free. The main forms of sales promotion are: 

- Shows and events 

- Samples, tastings 

- Gifts 

- Discount coupons, discount packages (2forl) 

- Fun events, games and competition (Vysekalova, 2006; Hannagan, 1996; Foret, 

2008). 

2.3.5.5 Direct marketing 

Sometimes also referred as targeted marketing is a tool with great effectiveness due to 

the two essential facts. First of all, it is the most precise focus on any specific, very 

clearly defined market segment in advance. Unlike ordinary advertising (TV), direct 

marketing does not unnecessarily address the general public, but only those customers 

for whom the offer may be interesting. Secondly it is an interactive tool of marketing 

communication, which records the response (reaction) of customers, meaning whether 

and how they responded to the offer. Therefore, it is pretty easy to evaluate the success 

of the event by comparing the number of customers approached with the number of 

those who responded or even made a purchase (Kotler, et al. 2007). 

In direct marketing specific means of communication are used, such as leaflets dropped 

into mailboxes, written letter offers (direct mail), telephone marketing, electronic 
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trading via the internet, mailed catalogues, but also, for example, radio programs which 

require an immediate audience response to the products offered. 

- Addressed direct marketing addresses specific persons by name, which are 

usually obtained from company databases. 

- Unaddressed direct marketing addresses a certain selected segment of the 

market, but not a specific person by name (Foret, 2008). 

2.3.6 Different types of marketing mix 

The traditional 4P marketing mix, which includes product, price, place, and promotion, 

has been the cornerstone of marketing strategy for many years. However, as the 

business world evolves, so do the needs of consumers and the strategies of marketers. 

Therefore, there are other types of marketing mixes that businesses can use to enhance 

their marketing efforts. I will try to briefly introduce three other types of marketing mix 

beyond the 4P model. 

The first marketing mix is the 7P model. The 7P model builds on the traditional 4P 

model and adds three more elements: people, process, and physical evidence. People 

refer to the individuals who interact with customers, such as salespeople and customer 

service representatives. The process refers to the steps involved in delivering a product 

or service to customers. Finally, physical evidence refers to the tangible elements that 

customers experience when they interact with a business, such as the quality of the 

product or the design of the store. By incorporating these additional elements, 

businesses can create a more holistic marketing strategy that addresses all aspects of the 

customer experience (Kotler, Kartajaya, Setiawan 2018). 

The second explored marketing mix is the 4C model. The 4C model is a customer-

centric approach that focuses on four key elements: customer needs, cost, convenience, 

and communication. Customer needs refer to the specific requirements that customers 

have when making a purchase. Cost refers to the price of the product or service, as well 

as any additional costs that customers may incur. Convenience refers to the ease of 

purchasing the product or service, including factors such as location and delivery 

options. Finally, communication refers to the way in which businesses communicate 

with their customers, including advertising and social media. By putting the customer at 
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the center of the marketing strategy, businesses can better understand their needs and 

preferences, and tailor their marketing efforts accordingly (Kotler, Kartajaya, Setiawan 

2018). 

The third examined marketing mix is the 4E model. The 4E model focuses on four key 

elements: experience, exchange, evangelism, and everyplace. Experience refers to the 

way in which customers interact with a brand, including factors such as the quality of 

the product and the level of customer service. Exchange refers to the value that 

customers receive in exchange for their money. Evangelism refers to the way in which 

customers spread the word about a brand, such as through word-of-mouth marketing or 

social media. Finally, everyplace refers to the many different channels through which 

customers can interact with a brand, including brick-and-mortar stores, online 

marketplaces, and social media platforms. By incorporating these four elements, 

businesses can create a more comprehensive marketing strategy that takes into account 

the many different ways in which customers interact with their brand. 

In conclusion, while the 4P model has long been a staple of marketing strategy, there 

are many other types of marketing mix that businesses can use to enhance their 

marketing efforts. The 7P model, the 4C model, and the 4E model all offer unique 

perspectives on the customer experience and can help businesses create more effective 

marketing strategies. By understanding the different elements of each model and 

adapting their marketing strategies accordingly, businesses can better connect with their 

customers and achieve their marketing goals (Kotler, Kartajaya, Setiawan 2018). 

2.3.6.1 Franchise 

Specific method of distribution and overall business is franchising. Widespread 

especially in the USA, where it is used by almost a third of the entire retail network. 

Here in our country, it is mainly found in the gastronomy sector (restaurants and fast 

food). Franchising is mainly a new way of cooperation - partnership. The two subjects 

(independent business entities) - the franchisor and the franchisee come together. The 

franchisor provides his business concept to the franchisee for a certain type of a fee. The 

whole principle is built upon transferring the right to use the know-how and image of 

a certain established brand/company under its trademark. 
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In a classical form of franchising, the one time entry fee is usually being paid. In the 

duration of the franchise agreement, there are also operating fees being paid, which can 

range approx. from 1% to 16% of monthly turnover here in the Czech Republic. The 

last type of fee in many cases is the contribution to the franchise promotion and other 

marketing activities (Foret, 2008). 

2.4 Market segmentation 

Market segmentation is the process of splitting/dividing the target market (customers 

and potential customers) into different, clearly defined groups or segments of 

consumers with common priorities and characteristics. Each segment has its own 

specific customer behaviours, allowing companies to target a specific segments with 

certain products and services. In this way, companies can better plan their marketing 

campaigns and increase their sales efficiency and success. The basic classificiation 

divides the possible process of segmentation into four kinds: Geographic, Demographic, 

Psychographic and Behavioral (McDonald & Dunbar, 2012). 

- Geographic segmentation: The customer base is divided based on geographic 

factors, such as cities, regions and areas. This can be useful for businesses that 

offer goods or services that are suitable for only a certain place or a region. 

- Demograpic segmentation: Customers are segmented based on demographic 

factors such as age, genger, income, education, occupation and the like. This 

division allows companies to better understand the preferences and behaviour of 

customers based on their demographic characteristics. 

- Psychographic segmentation: The segmentation process here is based on the 

lifestyle of the customers, their personality, interest and values. Deep 

understanding of the purchasing motivation allows companies to decide what 

kind of advertising and marketing might be effective (McDonald & Dunbar, 

2012). 

- Behavioral segmentation: The key for dividing this segment is based on 

customers and their behaviour towards products or services. It includes measures 

such as usage patterns, brand affiliation and purchasing habits. It allows the 

companies to better understand what kind of products and services might be 
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suitable for a given segment and in connection, what type of advertising could 

be effective. 

Market segmentation is an important tool for companies to better understand customer 

behavior and preferences. Dividing the market into sepcific segments helps the business 

to better plan its marketing campaign and target specific customer groups with certain 

products and services. Properly executed market segmentation can be very useful for 

any company in achieving increasing sales and market success (McDonald & Dunbar, 

2012). 

Figure 6: Market segmentation - the four basic segments 
(Source: rnarketing-insider.eu, 2023) 
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2.5 Description of selected research methods used throughout the 

process 

This part will be addressed to the methodology which was used for the analysis of the 

current situation. A l l analytical tools for the microenvironment and macroenvironment 

will be explained. 

2.5.1 The Porter's 5 forces model 

Porter's Five Forces model is a framework used to analyze the competitive dynamics of 

an industry. It was first introduced by Michael E. Porter in his book "Competitive 

Strategy: Techniques for Analyzing Industries and Competitors" in 1980. The model 

aims to help businesses understand the various forces that influence the profitability and 

attractiveness of an industry (Blažková, 2007). 

The five forces identified by Porter are: 

1. The Threat of New Entrants: This force considers the ease with which new 

companies can enter a particular industry. If entry barriers are low, it increases 

the likelihood of new entrants and competition, which could lead to lower prices 

and reduced profits for existing companies. High entry barriers such as capital 

requirements, economies of scale, brand recognition, and legal or regulatory 

barriers make it difficult for new entrants to penetrate the market, thus reducing 

the threat (Porter, 1994). 

2. The Bargaining Power of Suppliers: This force refers to the strength of the 

suppliers in the industry. If suppliers have a strong bargaining position, they can 

increase their prices and reduce the quality of their products or services. In 

contrast, i f suppliers have a weak bargaining position, they may have to reduce 

their prices or improve the quality of their products or services to stay 

competitive. The bargaining power of suppliers is influenced by factors such as 

the number of suppliers in the market, the importance of their products or 

services to the industry, and the switching costs involved in changing suppliers. 

3. The Bargaining Power of Buyers: This force considers the strength of the 

buyers in the industry. If buyers have a strong bargaining position, they can 

negotiate lower prices, higher quality, and better service from their suppliers. In 
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contrast, i f buyers have a weak bargaining position, they may have to accept 

higher prices and lower quality products or services. The bargaining power of 

buyers is influenced by factors such as the number of buyers in the market, the 

importance of the industry to the buyers, and the availability of substitute 

products or services (Porter, 1994) 

4. The Threat of Substitution: This force considers the availability of substitute 

products or services that can satisfy the same needs as the products or services 

offered by the industry. If there are many substitute products or services, it 

reduces the attractiveness of the industry as customers can easily switch to 

alternatives. In contrast, i f there are few or no substitute products or services, the 

industry is more attractive. Factors that influence the threat of substitutes include 

the availability of close substitutes, the cost of switching to substitutes, and the 

relative quality and performance of substitutes. 

5. The Intensity of Competitive Rivalry: This force considers the level of 

competition within the industry. If there are many competitors, it increases the 

intensity of competition, which can lead to lower prices, reduced profits, and 

increased marketing expenses. In contrast, i f there are few competitors, the 

industry is less competitive and may offer higher prices and greater profitability. 

Factors that influence the intensity of rivalry include the number of competitors, 

their size and market share, the level of differentiation among products or 

services, and the industry growth rate (Porter, 1994). 

In conclusion, Porter's Five Forces model is a useful tool for analyzing the competitive 

dynamics of an industry. By understanding the various forces that influence an 

industry's profitability and attractiveness, businesses can make better decisions 

regarding their competitive strategy, pricing, and product development. Each of the five 

forces has a unique influence on the industry, and it is crucial to consider each force 

separately to get a complete understanding of the industry (Blažková, 2007). 
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Figure 7: Porter's 5 forces model 
(Source: johnsohn.dk, 2022) 

2.5.2 The S L E P T E framework - macroenvironment trends 

The SLEPTE framework is a tool used to analyze the external macro-environmental 

factors that can affect an organization's business environment. SLEPTE stands for 

Political, Economic, Socialcultural, Technological, Environmental, and Legal factors. 

This framework is an essential tool for companies to identify potential opportunities and 

threats that could impact their operations (Mallya, 2007). 

The Political factor 

Refers to the impact of government policies, regulations, and political stability on a 

company's operations. It is crucial to understand the political environment of the 

countries where an organization operates to mitigate potential risks. For example, a 

change in the tax policy could affect a company's profitability. 

The Economic factor 

Involves analyzing the economic conditions of a country, such as inflation rates, 

exchange rates, and interest rates. These factors can significantly impact a company's 

operations and profitability. Companies have to analyze the economic environment to 

identify potential opportunities and threats. 
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The Sociocultural factor 

Involves the analysis of the social and cultural environment in which an organization 

operates. It includes factors such as demographics, lifestyle trends, and cultural norms. 

Companies must understand the sociocultural environment to tailor their products and 

services to meet customer's needs (Mallya, 2007). 

The Technological factor 

Monitors the impact of technology on an organization's operations. Technological 

advancements can create new opportunities for companies or render existing products 

and services outdated. Companies have to keep trying to stay up-to-date with 

technological advancements to remain competitive. 

The Environmental factor 

Focuses on the impact of environmental factors, such as climate change and natural 

disasters, on an company's operations. Companies must consider the environmental 

impact of their operations and take steps to minimize their environmental footprint 

(Mallya, 2007). 

The Legal factor 

Deals with the impact of legal authorities, such as labor laws and intellectual property 

rights. Companies must comply with the legal environment in which they operate to 

avoid potential legal issues. 

In conclusion, the PESTEL framework is a valuable tool for companies to analyze the 

external macro-environmental factors that could impact their operations. By 

understanding all of the above mentioned factors, companies can identify potential 

opportunities and threats and make the right decisions (Mallya, 2007). 

2.5.3 SWOT analysis 

Is a universal analytical tool/technique used for evaluation of internal and external 

factors affecting the success of an organisation or a specific project (e.g. new product). 

SWOT analysis is most often used as a situational analysis in the marketing and 
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strategic management. It stand for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats 

(Sarsby, 2016). 

2.5.3.1 Internal factors 

Are those factors, which an organisation or a business entity have control over, e.g. 

people, resources, processes. It consists of strengths and weaknesses. 

- Strengths 

We understand the internal factors which contribute to the company's success as 

strengths. In other words strenghts are the things that the organisation does well 

and therefore has an advantage over other companies. Identifying these strengths 

and leveraging them is helpful for a company to maintain or even boost its 

competitive advantage. 

- Weaknesses 

Other internal factors that on the contrary hinder the organisation's success are 

weaknesses. Things like outdated technology, inadequate strategies and poor 

leadership could lead to a series of problems, which the company logically 

wants to avoid. Addressing and working on the weak points can help to 

overcome these problems and therefore improve the organisation's performance 

(Sarsby, 2016). 

2.5.3.2 External factors 

Are those factors, which could affect the organisation from the outside (external 

environment) 

- Opportunities 

Are understood as the opportunities emerging on the outside of the company, 

usually connected with the changes on the market and consumer behaviour, 

advancement in technology or partnerships. Exploiting these opportunities and 

taking advantage of them can lead to an increase in market share and solidify the 

position. 

- Threats 

External factors which can negatively impact the company's performance are 

threats. Quick identification and mitigation of these factors is a crucial part 
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which the organisation needs to go through very sensibly to avoid potential risks 

and therefore remain competitive within the industry. These may include 

economic downturns, new competitors, regulations and market disruptions 

(Sarsby, 2016). 

The evaluation of the analysis starts with prioritizing the identified factors and 

subsequently developing strategies to adress these priorities. One of the methods how 

this can be done is by assigning a certain score to each factor based on their impact and 

probability of occurrence. A scorecard or matrix can be used to help with this process. 

2.5.3.3 SWOT strategies 

After concluding the evaluation and identifying the priorities, the company has a 

number of options of actions (4) that it can take to exploit this knowledge and factors. 

These are called the SWOT strategies (Sarsby, 2016). 

- The S-O strategy 

Leveraging strengths to take advantage of opportunities: This strategy focuses 

on the strengths the company already has and exploits them to take advantage of 

opportunities on the market. If a company has a strong brand name and excellent 

relationships with its suppliers, it can use this strengths to exploit market 

opportunities such as new market segments or new geographies. 

- The W-O strategy 

Seizing opportunities to address weaknesses: This strategy focuses on seizing 

opportunities for the company to address its weaknesses. For example, i f a 

company has a weak marketing strategy, it can use market opportunities such as 

new customer segments to improve its marketing plan and improve its 

performance. 

- The S-T strategy 

Leveraging strengths to mitigate threats: This strategy focuses on leveraging the 

company's strengths to mitigate threats in the marketplace. If a company is 

facing a new competitor in the market, it can be perceived as a threat to the firm. 

An S-T strategy could be aimed at enhancing internal strengths, such as reducing 

costs and improving the quality of products or services, so that the firm can 

remain competitive. 
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- The W-T strategy 

Mitigating weaknesses and threats: This strategy focuses on addressing the 

threats that affect the company and reducing them in relation to the weaknesses. 

A company struggling with a weakness such as lack of market knowledge could 

register problems in marketing and increasing sales. A usage of a strategy with 

the aim to address this weakness by focusing on how to eliminate the threats that 

this deficiency causes could take place. 

In conclusion, the SWOT analysis is a useful and powerful tool that can help the 

organisation evaluate their current situation, identify the factors which are affecting 

their performance and subsequently develop strategies to adress them. Companies that 

use the analysis as effectively as possible can improve their competitive advantage and 

therefore achieve long-term success (Sarsby, 2016). 

2.6 Specific food lifestyles and diets overview 

A food diet refers to the type and quantity of food consumed by an individual or a 

group. It can vary based on cultural, social, and personal preferences, as well as health 

conditions. Different food diets can have different impacts on health and the 

environment. 

Veganism is a type of food diet that excludes all animal products, including meat, dairy, 

eggs, and honey. Vegans consume strictly plant-based foods such as fruits, vegetables, 

legumes, nuts, and grains. In general, veganism is often chosen for ethical and 

environmental reasons and also for health concerns. If it is well-planned, this diet can 

provide all the necessary nutrients, but special attention needs to be paid to ensure 

adequate intake of protein, and vitamin B12 as well as calcium and iron. (Craig, 2009) 

Vegetarianism is another food diet that excludes meat and fish but in contrary to the 

vegan diet it may include other animal products like dairy and eggs. There are different 

types of vegetarianism, such as lacto-vegetarian, ovo-vegetarian, and lacto-ovo-

vegetarian, depending on if it contains eggs and dairy. (Craig, 2009) 

Fruitarianism is a type of food diet that includes only fruits, nuts, seeds, and other 

plant parts that can be harvested. The condition is that the plant cannot be harmed, so it 

uses leaves and flowers. This diet is often chosen for spiritual reasons as well as ethical 
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and health concerns. A fruitarian diet can provide some of the nutrients, but it can also 

lead to nutrient deficiencies, especially in protein. That is why it needs to be balanced 

with some dietary supplements. (Melina, Craig, Levin, 2016) 

Paleo diet (stands for Paleolithic era) includes foods that humans ate during the historic 

era, such as fish, meat, seeds, fruits, and vegetables, while excluding modern processed 

foods. The paleo diet is often chosen for weight loss reasons, but it can be challenging 

to follow, and scientific evidence to support the benefits of this diet are limited. (Craig, 

2009) 

Mediterranean diet, mainly chosen for its halth benefits, such as reducing the risk of 

heart diseases, is a food diet that emphasizes whole foods, including fruits, vegetables, 

whole grains, fish, legumes and mainly olive oil. It is aimed to limit processed foods, 

especially red meat and saturated fats. (Craig, 2009) 

Ketogenic diet is a food diet that is based on high fat, low carbohydrate intake. It aims 

to shift the body's metabolism from using glucose to using ketones as the primary 

source of energy. The ketogenic diet is often chosen for weight loss and fighting certain 

health conditions, such as epilepsy. (Melina, Craig, Levin, 2016) 

In conclusion, food diets can vary widely, and each type has its pros and cons. It is 

essential to choose a food diet that aligns with health goals and personal preferences 

while also ensuring adequate nutrient intake. Consultation with a dietitian could help 

people to choose a well-balanced diet suitable for their own purpose and to dodge food 

intolerance. (Melina, Craig, Levin, 2016) 

Food intolerance 

Refers to a negative physiological response to certain types of food. It can manifest as a 

range of symptoms such as abdominal pain, bloating, nausea and diarrhea. Food 

intolerances are not considered as serious as food allergies (which can be even life-

threatening), although they can still have an impact on the quality of life of certain 

individuals. Most common triggers of food intolerances are lactose and gluten along 

with food additives. The causes are still not really understood, but the blame is usually 

put mainly onto metabolism sensitivity, lack of specific enzymes working on digestion 
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and psychological factors. If an individual wants to manage food intolerance of any 

kind, the avoidance of trigger foods is crucial, with the possibility of seeking medical 

advice for the symptoms alleviation (Adolphus, Lawton, C. L. 2018). 
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3 Analysis of the current situation 

3.1 Introduction of the Company 

Basic information 

date of registration: 06.01.2015 

business name: Fusionforlife s.r.o. 

seating: Brno 

legal form: company limited 

executive: Lubomír Vidlička (Justice.cz, 2022) 

Forky's is a modern bistro-restaurant franchise of the Fusionforlife s.r.o. company, 

based in the gastronomic sector, where all food is prepared only from purely plant-

based ingredients. Not any ingredients of animal origin are used (VEGAN). In some of 

their establishments they also offer a shelf of vegan specialities from around the world, 

as well as selected products of the Forky's brand. For the purpose of this thesis I will be 

focusing on the restaurant on Jakubské náměstí 109/1, Brno. 

The company origins have been remotely different, than how is the business looking 

now. It started with the idea of having a „small V E G A N bistro", which quickly took 

turn. The first facility was not far away from the current seating of the company, on 

Jezuitská street. After a while, the brand got popular and got offer of possibility to 

franchise in Slovakia, Trnava. There was really not much to think about, and after 3 

years of functioning, the company relocated itself to the big facility, in which they still 

operate now (Jakubské náměstí 1). From then on, the number of wanna-be franchise 

steadily rised and now they have a total of 12 facilities around the Europe (Vidlička, 

2022). 

3.2 Scope of Business (The Forky's brand) 

The Forky's franchise operates mainly in the restaurant business, focused exclusively 

on the V E G A N meals, with that being the biggest input in their cash flow. However 

they are currently thinking about the option of trying to move further into the B2B 
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sector and rebranding business with different types of products and semi-finished 

products as well as alcohol and non-alcohol drinks. Everything is put into the „higher-

class" fast food/bistro concept and very professional and minimalistic way and features. 

The scope of business: 

- Production, trade and services not listed in Annexes 1 to 3 of the Trade Act 

- Inn activities 

- Sale of fermented alcohol, drinking alcohol and spirits 

3.3 Organisational Structure 
The company's organisation is structured as the scheme below. 

The Owner -
Vidlička 

T 
Accounting I Logistics I R&D I Marketing I I Franchises 

I I I l^^^^f C F O Direct manager I 

T 
Î ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ HI Kitchen I I Cleaning 
I I manager I 

I 

Stan I^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H Kitchen 

Figure 8: Organisational structure of the company 
(Source: Vidlička, 2022) 

The business is still classified as small, therefore the style of management is on the 

personal level and many positions are performed by the same person. Therefore I will 

just briefly specify the fundamental rules. It has around 20 stable employees and a few 

part-time job employees. 

The Owner, at the same time main executive Lubomír Vidlička is in position of power 

and has the last words when it comes to any problem the higher management cannot 

resolve on its own. His right hand is the direct manager, who deals with all the 

franchises (different for each country) and their needs and is also a chief executive for 
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the restaurant on Jakubské náměstí 1. He is in touch with another department, that 

being the CFO, who directs the financially connected departments (Logistics, 

Accounting, Marketing, R&D). Marketing department is represented by a person, who 

is also the main salesman. The direct manager is in control of the kitchen people, where 

the kitchen manager follows his orders, and at the same time directs the kitchen staff. 

The same procedure applies on the restaurant's staff and cleaning staff (Vidlička, 2022). 

3.4 Marketing Mix of the franchise 

3.4.1 Product 

As previously mentioned the company is focusing on the V E G A N diet and all the 

products they are offering are plant-based only. I divided this part into the means, that 

firstly I will state the main scope of business, that being the restaurant and meals served 

there themselves, which naturally contains the obvious service, which is provided while 

dining at the restaurant (seating, meal preparation, service attendants, payment, toillets, 

view and more), but I will be focusing on the offer selection. Following part will be 

focused solely on the products which are sold on the website e-shop. 

3.4.1.1 Food and drinks served in the Forky's restaurant 

In this part I will list a few of the meals with descriptions picked randomly by myself, 

just because I think that the full menu would be unnecessarily exhausting.* For the 

restaurant's meal production, a vast majority of the ingredients used are supplied from 

local Czech and South-Moravian producers in order to reduce the cost of delivery, help 

the local community, but mainly because of the carbon footprint connected with the 

logistics chain. 

* The whole menu will be stated as an attachment in the appendices 
Superbowls 

- Gado-Gado - A rich Indonesian vegetable salad with grenaille topped with a 

spicy peanut sauce 

- Balanced Power Plate - Protein quinoa pieces, hummus, za'atar, ajvar, sun-dried 

tomatoes, pickled cucumber, Greek olives, toasted sourdough bread, mesclun, 

herbs (Forky's, 2022) 
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Burgers 

- Forkys's Burger - With tomatoes, red onion, pickles, salad and B B Q sauce 

- Cheez Burger - Forky's burger with a slice of plant-based „cheddar" 

- Nofish Burger - „Fish" fillet with lemon dill remoulade, baby spinach and 

cucumber 

Picture 1: Forky's Cheez Burger 
(Source: forkys.eu, 2022) 

Street food 

- Shawarma - Middle Eastern shawarma with pickles, light garlic sauce with 

grenaille, spicy version available with Yemeni s-chug sauce and Arabic peppers 

- Strips Wrap - Fried strips in a wrap with tomatoes, salad, red onion and light 

garlic sauce 

- Kebab Wrap - Authentically marinated seitan „kebab", tomato, cucumber, red 

onion, red cabbage, sage and satureja sauce (Forky's, 2022) 

Kitchen specials 
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- Malaysian Panang Curry - Chickpeas, mushrooms, peppers, ginger, baby 

spinach, lime leaves, coriander, tofu, jasmine rice 

- Nordsee Grilled Fillet - Grilled „fish" fillet with remoulade, Viennese potato 

salad or grenaille 

- Fried Schnitzel - Fried plant based alternative to chicken schnitzel with 

Viennese potato salad or grenaille 

Eat with beer or wine 

- Nachos - Nachos with guacamole and spicy sauce 

- King's Cashew - Plant based alternative to Camembert from cashew nuts with 

cranberries and walnuts, mesclun, sourdough bread 

Sweets, cakes, baguettes and bagels - according to daily offer 

Drinks 

- Home-made Lemonade - Lavender, Strawberry, Lilac, Buckthorn 

- Kombucha - Jasmine, Lemongrass 

- Tea and Coffee 

- Beer and Wine 

- Destilates and Cocktails (Forky's. 2022) 

A l l of the Forky's food facilities are offering a daily menu with the same prices and on 

the website, people can also find the cheff who is preparing the meals of the day for the 

restaurant. The daily lunch is served usually from 11.00 till it is sold out. 

The prices are always the same: 

- Soup of the day for 59 Czk 

- Main course of the day for 149 Czk 

- Main course + soup for 179 Czk (Forky's, 2022) 

3.4.1.2 Products sold on the e-shop 

Franchise recently started their online store with approximately 90 of their plant-based 

products. Some of them are made by Forky's itself in their warehouse using industrial 

machines, but around 70% of them are imported and rebranded. The countries which 
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have the biggest share are Czech Republic - around 40% of the products, Slovakia -

around 40% of the products and Austria and Netherlands combine for around 20% of 

the products supplied. (Deschner, 2022). I will again list not all of the product for the 

clearence. 

The offer is divided into 16 individual segments, which I adjusted in this manner: 

- Meal Bases (Semi-finished producst): Burger, Nofish fillet, Nofish sticks, 

Cutlet, Schnitzel, Meat Loaf, Soya cubes (noodles and medailons) 

- Alternatives of: Meat, Fish, Cheese 

- Drinks: Beverages, Coffee and Tea 

- Vitamins, Dietary supplements. Proteins and Aminoacids: Probiotics (Men, 

Women), Iron Complex, Vitamin C, Proteins (Different tastes), Essential 

Aminoacids (Different tastes) 

- Delicacy, Nut creams: Mushroom Jerky (Different types), Kimchi, Salmon, Nut 

creams (Cashew, Hazel, Almond) 

- Gift Cards, Gift Boxes, Sales, Discounted packages 

- Forkys's Merch products: T-shirts, Caps, Sweatshirts, Shakers and a Cookbook 

by Viktorie Sapoušková (Forky's store, 2022) 

The offer on the e-shop changes over time, but not in a significant way, most of the 

products stay and approximately two or three products are added every month, the least 

popular are sometimes eliminated. 

When talking about these products, there is a space to talk about other aspects of the 

product, because unlike the meals prepared in restaurant, these have additional brand 

and design features. 

3.4.1.3 Packaging 

When talking about the meals served in the restaurant, which are ordered to-go, the 

franchise uses strictly bio-plastic, 100% ecological packaging, made from the P L A 

material. Forky's brand is, as we know, very keen on being sustainable and environment 

friendly, which is why for all of the packaged meals they use packaging made from the 
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plant biomass (corn, beets, potatoes, cereals) exclusively, which can be easily 

decomposable, (forkys.eu, 2022) 

Picture 2: Example 1 of the PLA packaging Picture 3: Example 2 of the PLA packaging 
(Source: forkys.eu, 2022) (Source: forkys.eu, 2022) 

For the Semi-finished products and Food alternatives the company uses simple plastic, 

vacuum-sealed packages, which are all made in black color, with the transparent upper 

side. The logo is visible on the first side on each package, detailed in black&white with 

yellow text features. The text is put onto a paper, which is connected tightly to the box. 

Majority of these products have another „slogan" screened on the paper part, which 

says: „Plant-based. Low-carb. Great taste." Along with this slogan, a brief desription in 

Czech, Slovak and English language is presented. A picture of the desired finished meal 

with all the possible sides is covering about 30% of the whole package. 

Other products which are paste-like or fluid are placed into a glass jar or a bottle, with a 

paper label consisting of different colors of text, identifying the different tastes. Same 

brand features are displayed on all of the bottles. The powder-based products like 

Proteins are placed into a paper bag (Forky's store, 2022) 
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Picture 4: Example of packaging on a semi-finished product Picture 5: Packaging of a sauce placed on the franchise's eshop 

On every single package, but also on the restaurant's menu there are allergens 

displayed, so everybody knows what the product contains, the rebranded and semi

finished products contain very detailed information of ingredients used for its 

preparation. 

For the products which demand it, there is a need to purchase a cooling filling along the 

order. No matter how big the order is, the price is still the same - 49 CZK. 

3.4.2 Price 

With the connection to the previous part, I designed a few tables consisting of the 

product mentioned above, along with their prices, for the visualisation. The overall 

prices in the restaurant unfold and depend mainly on the current prices of energy and 

(Source: forkys.store, 2022) (Source: forkys.store, 2022) 

Picture 6: Logo of the franchise 
(Source: forkys.eu, 2022) 
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price trends among the market competition - dynamic pricing. In contrast, the products 

sold on the e-shop have a stable margin and depend mainly on the offer of the suppliers 

and cost of the delivery. 

Meals and prices served in the restaurant 

Following tables provide a closer look into the simplified menu of the franchise's 

offerings and the corresponding prices. 

Table 1: Meals and menu prices served in the restaurant 

(Source: forkys.eu, 2022) 

Product Price/Menu 
Gado-Gado 199 CZK 
Balanced Power Plate 199 CZK 

Forkys's Burger 159 CZK/214 CZK 
Cheez Burger 169 CZK/224 CZK 
Nofish Burger 179 CZK/234 CZK 

Shawarma 199 CZK 
Strips Wrap 159 CZK/214 CZK 
Kebab Wrap 149 CZK/204CZK 

Malaysian Panang Curry 199 CZK 
Nordsee Grilled Fillet 219 CZK 
Fried Schnitzel 219CZK 

Nachos 129 CZK 
King's Cashew 179 CZK 

Home-made Lemonade 64 CZK 
Kombucha 69 CZK 
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Products sold on the eshop 

Table 2: Products sold on the franchise's eshop 

(Source: forkys.store, 2022) 

Classification Product/Cooler Price 
99+49=148 

Meal Bases (Semi-finished producst): Burger/Cooler CZK 
159+49=208 

Nofish fi l let/Cooler CZK 
159+49=208 

Alternatives of meat and cheese Cutlet/Cooler CZK 

Nutigiano 149 CZK 
65+49=114 

Drinks Jasmine Kombucha CZK 

Vitamins, Dietary supplements, Proteins and 
Aminoacids Vitamin C (120g) 510 CZK 

Woman Probiotics (150g) 490 CZK 
Mushroom jerky - BBQ. bird 

Delicacy, Nut creams eye 85 CZK 
Crunchy Almonds cream 
(200g) 119 CZK 

Forkys's Merch products Sweatshirt for men 890 CZK 

3.4.3 Place 

As previously mentioned, the company functions as a franchise, which brings a lot of 

space to operate in the place factor of the marketing mix. However, as I stated 

beforehand, I will focus mainly on the restaurant based on Jakubské náměstí, as the 

largest restaurant place of them all. Before I denote the next part exclusively to the one 

restaurant facility, I will briefly introduce the portfolio of franchised restaurants and 

places, where people can find products of the Forky's origin. 

Since its foundation in 2015, the franchise took on a pretty fast run towards a success. 

After moving their first restaurant in the two storage-facility, things started to move 

swiflty and interest about the brand and its business model grew from day to day. This 

resulted in franchising, which started to be popular and the restaurant web of Forky's 

now consists of 12 facilities. The franchise's biggest customer base is located in the 

Czech Republic (8 of the 12 dispensaries), but it also has branches in Slovakia and 

Austria. 
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Here is the list of currently functioning dispensaries: 

Czech Republic 

- Restaurants: Brno (2), Praha (2), Ostrava, Liberec 

- Food trucks: Brno (2) 

Slovakia 

- Restaurants: Trnava, Žilina, Bratislava 

- In the making: Nitra 

Austria 

- Restaurants: Vienna 

In general, all of these branches have a similar design style, with features of the place 

tuning to the original concept of the first restaurant. They all focus on meal preparation 

and in majority of them, a new feature of the cooling box with (Forky's) brand products 

is realised (except the food-trucks, space wise). With this being said, the branches do 

not really communicate with each other in any other way, than that share supply chain 

and a brand (Vidlička, 2022). 

Another option is to enjoy some of the products of the company's line, that being a 

cooperation with some of the healthy food/diet places in Brno. There are currently 2 

healthy food shop concepts reselling the products, called „Zdraví s chutí" and „Škopek 

není všechno". I will return to this reality later in the proposal. 

respect for life 

• 

--

Picture 7: Forky's Food Box - Foodtruck 
(Source: forkys.eu, 2022) 
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3.4.3.1 Forky's restaurant, Brno 

Now I would like to present the one facility I did choose for the purpose of this thesis, 

that being the one in Brno city centre - Jakubské náměstí 1. 

This two-story restaurant is put into a high-end design with lots of windows to inflict 

natural light and to highlight the openness and magnificence of the space. Both floors 

function as a dining area, with the first floor being set into the real „fast-food" style, in 

the means that it is without service. Customers can choose a meal from the menu, or 

from the electronic displays above the cash register, where they will later pay for the 

food and receive a messenger, which will buzz when the food is ready. The last step is 

to pick up the food and return the messenger to the staff, continuing back to their table, 

where they can enjoy the meal. The kitchen is partially visible from the inside, as well 

as from the outside. On the first story customers can also find a Cafe, Snacks and 

Sweets Bar and a freezer with products of the Forky's brand (sold on eshop). The 

second story is organised as full-service, with a pretty, little wooden bar in the middle 

and nice views of the square lying underneath. There is a possibility of booking a small 

private „saloon" which has the capacity for around 8 people. 

The overall design of the restaurant is very classy and pleasant with many „luxurious" 

features, like an enormous glass chandelier in the middle of everything, adding up on 

the experience. Dominating colours are black (staff clothes, cutlery) and white, which 

suits the marble walls and wooden tables and features. There are a lot of metal elements, 

such as beams and parts of seating. Bar stools are covered in face leather and on every 

wall, there are visible posters with one of the offered meals (Mystery shopping, 2022). 

Toilets are on the first floor, next to the bar and they contain everything necessary, like 

a diaper changing table. Speakers and cameras on the ceiling are covering all directions. 
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Picture 8: The inside of the 1st floor of the Forky's restaurant on Jakubské náměstí 
(Source: forkys.eu, 2022) 

Forkys Store - eshop 

As previously mentioned in the part 3.5.1 Product, another place where people can find 

the product of Forky's brand is their eshop. The eshop is structured in a very simple 

way and has its own domain (www.forkys.store), which could be accessed also on the 

company's website. 

objednávku odeslat nutná dokoupil v kot*u cntodici vloiky. bet nCri neni cnlooid vtoiky. bet nich neni motne objednán* u oaestoi 

Picture 9: Eshop visualisation 
(Source: forkys.store, 2022) 
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Delivery services 

The restaurant is currently cooperating with these delivery services: 

- DameJidlo 

- Rohlik 

- Wolt 

The company also recently introduced their own delivery service (Mystery shopping; 

Forky's). 

3.4.4 Promotion 

In this manner, the company functions as a whole, producing the marketing campaign 

across the whole franchise. As stated previously, each franchise contributes to the 

common marketing budget with approx. 2-3% of the profits. 

The company's current concept of marketing communication consists of many tools, 

however not all of those are effectively used. As a main information channel used by 

customers to learn about businesses in this field could be listed a word of mouth 

(reviews) and internet (website and social media). With such a huge competition in 

gastronomy, these are implemented by almost every company operating on the market. 

Social media play a big role in this manner, with very good visualisation abilities, they 

are also very common among the competition. Therefore there exists an urgent need to 

step-up the game and be visible in other ways. 

The television commercials were never really an option, due to the huge amount of 

costs needed for this type of communication, so the company did not ever use them. 

However they have been operating slightly on the radio, even quite successfully. A 

cooperation with one of the biggest radio stations in Europe - Evropa2 (in CZ) was held 

and the company managed to be present on some of their public events. They also have 

one paid advertisement on their „Christmas" product campaign on 

Frekvencel(Deschner, 2022). 
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Website 

On the front page of their website there is basic information about each branch they 

own, such as address, contact (email and phone number), opening hours, links to social 

media (Facebook and Instagram) and their motto: "Respect for life". On other pages 

customers can find a few articles about plant-based food, current health and 

environment concerns. They are describing the advantages of a plant-based diet and its 

impact on our health and our planet. Then there is a photo of their permanent menu with 

prices and daily lunch menu which they update every week. There is also a link to the 

eshop. Forkys has its own recipes portfolio and a blog, which is also displayed on the 

website. 

Picture 10: Title page of the company's website 
(Source: forkys.eu, 2022) 

Facebook 

Each country has its own Facebook profile. The Czech Facebook profile is called 

Forky's CZ. The content is almost the same as the content on their Instagram profile. 

This profile suits mainly for the blog purposes and for public relations. People are oftem 

writing reviews with pictures and the company is trying to answer each and every one 

of the complaints/good reviews, to help to build a community. More than 13 000 people 

are interested in this page. The posting frequency depends on the topic, but usually there 
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is a new post introduced once in every two days, which functions the same with the 

Instagram account (Deschner, 2022). 
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Picture 11: Facebook profile wall 
(Source: facebook.com) 

Instagram 

Similarly to Facebook, each country's branches have their own Instagram profiles. I 

focused mainly on the profile dedicated to the Czech market called: Forkyscz. They 

have posted around 1000 posts and they have 11 000 followers. Posts are focusing on 

topics like, for example, famous personalities who became vegan or had vegan "phase" 

in their life, along with many pictures of the vegan diet meals. Forkys uses paid 

promotion on Instagram and they are currently investing in with the possible reach of 

30 000 Instagram users. The promotion of posts is also visible to some extent and the 

recently added a new advertisement recalling the new option of delivery - straight from 

Forky's. The posting frequency is the same as on the Facebook account (Deschner, 

2022). 
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forkyscz 
Príspevky (1 119) Sledující (10.8 tis.) Sleduji (214) 

Forkys 
Brno: Jakubské náměstí. NC Královo Pole, Campus Square. Vlněna 
Prague: Stare Mésto (P1). Letná (P7) 
Ostrava: Smetanovo náméstí 
Liberec: Palachová 

O O O O 
;»retfoodbo> Foikyi CHtrm Fwfcy'1 Praha Fotky'j Brno 

Picture 12: Instagram profile wall 
(Source: instagram.com) 

Youtube 

Forkys does not have a paid promotion on YouTube at the moment, but they do have 

their own channel with vegan recipes called: Forky's Cesko. The channel is presented 

also on the website in the section „Recipes". There are 34 videos with Czech and 

English subtitles. These videos are not commented on and each video is around 1-2 

minutes long. The channel has around 60 subscribers and about 8 000 views (Deschner, 

2022). 

Influencer cooperation 

I would like to talk about this reality of cooperation with influencers, due to its 

nowadays rising popularity. 

Ben Cristovao - Ben is a 35 years old Czech singer who is a proud member of a vegan 

community, and he is cooperating with the company to some extent. He has his own 

restaurant called: Výčep kabelovna and Forky's is partially supplying it. During one of 

his concerts, in 02 arena Praha, he had a buffet placed near the stage with vegan food 

for his guests and Forky's was his sponsor. Ben is mostly promoting this company on 

his Instagram profile. 
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Shopaholic Nicole - Nicole is 33 years old Czech youtuber who decided to try vegan 

food and took the opportunity to cooperate with Forky's. She is promoting their 

products on her Instagram profile, and she mentioned this company in her YouTube 

video (Deschner, 2022). 

Even though it might seem like a lot, I mentioned pretty much all the communication 

activities of Forky's and for a multi-country-based food franchise, the amount of money 

invested in these activities is actually pretty low. The company registered a kind of 

„rocket launch" in the beginning and did not really focus on the marketing 

communication, simply because there was no reason to. Now that the times have 

changed, they need to start thinking differently and adapt to the current situation 

(Deschner, 2022). 

3.5 Customer segments 

The customer segmentation of the franchise is mainly based on two variables, that being 

the lifestyle/diet the customer follows and the chosen delivery method (restaurant/pick-

up/delivery). The most important things determining the segments are psychographics, 

meaning the customer's overall lifestyle, values, personality and interests. Out of this 

information, the most represented value is the lifestyle, which is very much connected 

with what people eat. There are three main customer segments. 

The first, and also for the franchise the most important one is represented by the 

customers who follow V E G A N diet and/or lifestyle. Veganism is more of a lifestyle 

than just a diet, and appart from the health reasons, people follow it because of their 

own conviction and effort to change the world for the better. Not killing animals and 

saving the environment are two main reasons why V E G A N lifestyle is so popular 

nowadays, taking into account the current state of global environment issues, pollution 

and global warming. The restaurant offers exclusively V E G A N dishes, which means 

that also vegetarians can sympathize with the dish selection. 

This brings us to the second segment, which is represented by customers who follow 

other diets which have similarities with the V E G A N diet. In these we count vegetarians 

and people looking for gluten-free and lactose-free dishes. This segment is built on the 

fact, that not only vegans need these types of meals and that food intolerrancy is also 
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common within other communities. To many people the standard Czech diet is not 

sufficient and they seek other opportunities to dine in. 

The third group of customers, which could be ranked as the smallest, is a combination 

of the people who simply come to the establishment for a good quality food and 

beverages to enjoy a moment of their free time, or on the contrary, because of calm and 

hospitable place to work or study, and the people who just simply care for the 

environment (and see the meaning in the V E G A N philoshophy) and like the selection 

and offerings. Anybody can have a good time with a cup of quality coffee and a range 

of products served (Vidlička, Deschner, 2022). 

Figure 9: Customer segments visualisation 
(Source: Ownworkaccrodingto: Vidlička, Deschner, 2022) 
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3.6 Attractivity and competition analysis via the Porter's 5 Forces 

model 

3.6.1 Current competitor rivalry 

It is highly difficult to keep a stable inflow of new customers. High competition among 

the gastronomy sector is making the restaurant to differentiate strongly in uniqueness, 

brand awareness, reputation and quality. However, with a generally unique product like 

V E G A N food meals, the direct competition is currently not the biggest concern. The 

amount of same restaurant models nearby the company's in Brno is relatively low, 

taking into account the market positioning (higher-class fast food bistro/restaurant). On 

the other hand, the indirect competition, which is formed from the neighbouring food 

institutes and restaurants, precisely on Jakubské náměstí and Náměstí Svobody, is 

affecting the number of visitors.1 

Now I would like to list some competitors of the Forky's branch restaurant on Jakubské 

náměstí. 

Direct competition 

As a direct competition I will list three biggest players, which are located nearby the 

city center, therefore nearby the restaurant. These are the ones, which also focus mainly 

on the V E G A N diet meals and have a potential to attract the personal visitors of the 

restaurant. The key for selection the competitors was based on the offer of the 

restaurants (in this case VEGAN/Vegetarian menu) and the distance from the 

franchise's restaurant in time. 

- Die Küche: Offers a daily lunch menu, followed by an afternoon menu from 

2:30 P M , opened daily 

- Zdravý Život: Macrobiotic food restaurant offers 3 meals each day, opened in 

the weekdays 

- Fryends: Food „window", which offers also breakfasts, opened every day except 

Sunday 

1 Not all the people visiting Forky's follow the VEGAN diet, and it is very crucial to attract these 
potential customers as much as possible, in order to maintain stability and market share. 
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Picture 13: Direct competition visualisation 
(Source: Own work according to: Deschner, 2022, Happycow.net, 2022) 

Indirect competition 

As an indirect competition I will list the nearest food facilities in the restaurant's 

neighbourhood, meaning directly on the Jakubské náměstí, which are definitely 

attracting customers with especially non-VEGAN diet from the Forky's. The key for 

selection was similarly to the previous one based on the time distance from the 

restaurant and the size of the competition restaurants. In this case, it is not focused 

exclusively on the VEGAN/Vegetarian diet simply because of the fact, that potential 

customers do not have to follow this diet and therefore tend to be attracted by the same 

price-point and quality-point restaurants nearby. 

- Pivnice Na Knoflíku 

- Element Bar & Restaurant 

- Jean Paul's Restaurant 

- Restaurace Jakoby 

- Eden 34 (Deschner, 2022) 
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Picture 14: Indirect competition visualisation 
(Source: Own work according to: Deschner, 2022, Happycow.net, 2022) 

3.6.2 Threat of substitution 

Of course buyers in this industry, like in almost every other one, have the possibility to 

turn to a substitute product (company), i f it sufficiently fulfills their needs. In the case of 

the V E G A N food market, the change of diets itself among the consumers is not very 

common. People who dedicate their lifestyle to this diet are usually pretty determined to 

follow it for a longer period of time, or they follow it for some specific health reasons 

and from their own conviction. However it can still happen, the most common reason 

could be price, but Forky's, with their dynamic and also competition-based pricing, has 

very reasonable price level among the competition (Deschner, 2022). 

3.6.3 Bargaining power of buyers 

There is not a really high number of V E G A N restaurants immediately close to the 

company's, so with that being said, the power is not that strong, in the meaning of a 

dining facility. Nevertheless we need to take into consideration the current delivery 

services trend. Buyers can choose from almost any of the other V E G A N dispensaries in 

the Brno city (within the delivery range) and order directly from them, without the 
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necessity to visit a restaurant itself, which gives them an upper hand and the company 

needs to differentiate in the product.2 

3.6.4 Bargaining power of suppliers 

The bargaining power of suppliers in the food industry is dependent on many factors. It 

can be pretty much unlimited, when a certain ingredient is missing on the current supply 

stream and a shortage occurs. In that situation, the negotiating leverage turns strongly 

on the side of the supplier. The restaurant is offering a more or less stable portfolio of 

meals, where the same ingredients are used every time. The plant-based ingredients 

within the same quality range usually have a similar price point, depending mainly on 

the amount ordered. This puts the switching costs into a pretty neutral zone. Overall, the 

restaurant is trying to keep the same suppliers, i f they are sufficient enough, because of 

the already familiar quality which they can expect and because local production makes 

logistics easier and cheaper, but they are also steadily looking for new supplier 

opportunities. The more supplier opportunities, the smaller bargaining power 

(Deschner, 2022).3 

3.6.5 Threat of new entry 

No high barriers are present for entering the market, however, especially in these times, 

brand awareness and recognition along with the company's image reputation is a 

necessity to survive in the long-run. The company obviously has a patent on the 

franchise itself, but that does not mean that any other company with a big budget could 

not do the same thing.4 

2 The approach of the company to this problem is also pretty unique, with the restaurant being put into 
„fast food" concept, but with great quality of ingredients. 
3 The products on the eshop are mainly supplied as a whole and rebranded. Nevertheless the alternative 
products competition could to the nature of the VEGAN diet more limited, due to the picked ingredients 
used in the produciton. 
4 Forky's, with their very unique value proposition (at the time) was able to build that in manner of few 
years, however this can take much longer for the possible new entry competitors. Economy of scale does 
not play that significant role here, because the Forky's franchise is a pretty strong brand and is based in 
multiple countries, and with the facility of the scale as on Jakubske namesti, not many businesses can 
easily compete with that. 
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3.6.6 Partial elaboration of the competition analysis 

The industry barriers are low, which means that competition can arise from unknown 

places, however the company's establishment on the market is strong, as well as the 

brand itself, therefore the threat of the new entry is medium. The same goes with the 

suppliers, no one knows what is going to happen next year, but at the moment, the 

franchise has a stable supply-chain with acceptable prices and good relationships, and 

there is always a possibility of change, for which the switching costs are medium. The 

company needs to pay attention to the happenings on the market. The current indirect 

competition represents a high power, the direct competition is on a medium-low level. 

The change of diet or a lifestyle itself amongst the customer base is unlikely, but the 

vegetarians and other segments can substitute the franchise with different establishment 

with similar selection, therefore there is a need to put efforts into the continuation of 

strenghthening of the brand recognition and stabilisation within the industry. 

3.7 External analysis completed via SLEPTE framework 

3.7.1 Social 

In these post-pandemic times, many firms had to reconsider the working conditions, due 

to the fact that many employees prefer a hybrid form (work-from-home) style of the 

performance. There has been a „boom" of trends towards healthier and more active 

lifestyles, which is closely connected to the gastronomy sector and fitness industry and 

also to the nature of food people consume and its preparation. The food products 

consumed and their packaging, as well as the way they are marketed change and tend to 

lean towards the „green" approach and sustainability. (Vidlička, 2022) 

3.7.2 Legal 

When talking about the legal aspects, there are really no big surprises in the common-

field of gastronomy. The companies operating in this sector have to be aware of many 

different limitations, such as the food safety regulations and certification for running a 

restaurant, labour laws (minimum wage, working hours, benefits for employees), tax 

laws, intellectual property laws and, especially in these years, health and safety 

regulations, which include the measures for COVID-19. Companies which are not only 

modifying or preparing the meals but also produce the food themselves have to follow 
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up the Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points system (HACCP). With effect from 

01.01.2023 ends the country's policy for the businesses to report the electronic record of 

sales (EET), which was a system of online evidence of each individual sale that was 

sent to the government administration (financnisprava.cz, 2022) 

3.7.3 Economic 

From the economical point of view, it is sufficient to look at it as in the Czech Republic, 

but also globally. For example, global crises can have an impact on people's and 

company's spending/saving behaviour. Overall it can force companies to lay off 

employees and decrease the investment into development. 

Today's ongoing conflict in Eastern Europe has a very big impact on the prices of 

energy, which is closely connected with running a restaurant. The amount of costs for 

operation has risen rapidly, which is resulting in an increase in the price per meal in 

almost every restaurant. Consumers in the economic recession tend to cut unnecessary 

expenses and save money, which is also affecting the number of customers in the 

restaurant (people cook at home). The rent prices in Brno city are more or less steadily 

increasing throughout the years and with this all being said, bigger restaurants need to 

take this all into consideration, i f it is still sufficient to keep the current marketing mix 

as i t i s (OECD, 2021). 

3.7.4 Political 

The most critical factor in the means of political environment affecting a V E G A N 

restaurant would probably be the trade policies and agreements with the countries, 

which have an impact on the import and export of V E G A N products. The overall 

political stability and government changes in the Czech Republic are not so crucial 

factors, since there is no political party or a movement which would be strictly against 

the operations of a V E G A N franchise, however attention should be paid to the public 

attitudes and perception towards it. Regulations and policies put on the food industry 

itself is something that each business has to face inevitably. Nowadays especially the 

balance of the national and foreign political situation means a number of threats, but 

sometimes also opportunities for the company, (vlada.cz, 2022) 
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3.7.5 Technological 

Due to the anti-epidemic measures, which for some period of time paralyzed the normal 

functioning in the gastronomy sector, a significant number of consumers started to 

prefer food delivery instead of visiting a restaurant on their own. Therefore a web of 

delivery services which are cooperating with restaurants is a common thing within 

larger cities like Brno (Bolt, Wolt, Dáme Jídlo). That certainly does not mean a 

restaurant could not deliver on its own, but in order to keep up with the competition it 

has to adapt, because these services are often more popular around people, than an 

ordinary delivery service directly from the restaurant (Vidlička, 2022). 

3.7.6 Ecological 

In the past two decades a very big amount of environmental considerations came out, 

such as carbon footprint, climate change impacts and shortage of natural resources. Due 

to this fact, some of the people tend to change their lifestyle in order to help to save the 

Earth's ecosystem. The ongoing problem with plastics and the air pollution, as well as 

destroying the natural habitats of animals are not an easy task to deal with. Lots of 

organisations are contributing to the solution of this problem and with the use of 

donations from like-minded people, they are able to launch programs like ocean 

cleaning and saving animals. In the means of a production companies or any legal 

entities producing a product, there exists many norms and restrictions, one of the main 

ones being careful with creating an unusable waste connected with the production -

being as much „green aware" as possible. (Businessinfo.cz, 2023)5 

The fact that the Czech Republic lies geographically in space, where every year four 

seasons occur like clockwork, plays an important role. Because of this, companies 

which are located, or which are operating in the similar latitude can use this seasonal 

trend to their advantage (Vidlička, 2022). 

5 Forky's has a true care about the environment written in its psychology, each franchise has to donate at 
teats 1% of the revenues for a good cause in this matter, and they do not only promote the VEGAN food 
diet, but also the lifestyle it represents - no animal origin products, from which comes their motto: 
„respect for life" and plant-based diet. 
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3.7.7 Partial conclusion of the macroenvironment analysis 

In conclusion, the analysis conducted via the SLEPTE framework highlights various 

factors impacting the Czech gastronomy field. Several challenges could be faced, as the 

legal environment can be complex and at the same time the health regulations are pretty 

demanding. There is still a huge impact of the COVJD-19 pandemic, which continues to 

affect the sector and the businesses need to be prepared for an adaptation and change, as 

well as for changing consumer behaviours. 

A pretty big opportunity lies within the useful ongoing trends of sustainability and 

healthy diets, which are still on the steady rise. Building a reputation of a company with 

environmental thinking is, without a doubt, beneficial and can help to strengthen the 

image seen by the general public. The economy is in recession due to pandemic and 

Eastern European conflict and it does make the financial management, as well as the 

process management way more tough. Therefore there is a need to be as flexible and 

adaptable as possible, in regards to marketing mix. Taking advantage of the different 

seasons with seasonal products and promoting them may be a wise move in the meaning 

of sales promotion. A strong emphasis should also be put on the food delivery system 

optimization. 

3.8 Mystery shopping 

Is one of the long-time verified market research methods with the main purpose to 

identify the quality of service of a certain company, with the aim to subsequently 

initiate an improvement of these services. In practice, specially trained observers act as 

real customers, accordingly to a previously agreed scenario, monitoring the business 

and its communication, negotiation skills of individuals on the company's side and 

observing the overall level of the environment. A detailed record immediately after 

completion is made. These observers are usually hired directly by the company itself, 

which hopes to get clear results of the kind of „self-reflection" (Daugherty, 2009) 

I used this method in a bit of a hybrid way, trying to get the most information possible 

about the business. I was not focused solely on the performance of the staff and the 

business, but I also used this procedure to analyse the space and environment of the 

Forky's branch restaurant on Jakubské náměstí 1. 
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The procedure: 

1. The arrival, choosing of a table (different every time), quick analysis of the 

actions of staff and number of people, temperature, view, surroundings, lighting, 

seating, materials 

2. Picking a meal and drink (different every time) from the menu and ordering 

process 

3. Measuring the time of the meal preparation, taste 

4. Questioning the staff - simple questions to see the reaction and approach to 

customers + knowledge 

5. Detailed look around over the place - two stories, toilettes, coffee bar 

6. Evaluating the overall experience, the taste and quality of food, service, comfort, 

customer experience, approachability 

For the main source of information I used interviews with the company's Owner, Direct 

manager and Logistics manager which I conducted personally. The information 

contained in the analytical part also comes from the mystery shopping conducted by 

myself. I gained the information based on a total of 4 personal visits and each time I 

used the same procedure. Another source of information was basic desk research, 

denoted to mainly the website and e-shop, where I cycled through all the buttons and 

information it contained. I focused the on user interface and went through everything 

possible, all the buttons and links. Also went through the social media profiles of 

Forkys CZ, and other countries as well. 

3.9 SWOT Analysis 

In this part I will conclude the information gained into the SWOT framework and 

identify the company's strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. The strenghts 

and weaknesses have an impact on the company internally, in contrast the opportunities 

and threats are affecting the business externally. 

3.9.1 Strengths 

For the main strengths of the company I would for sure state, despite being on the 

market for only 7 years, the very strong establishment on the market and recognition 

within the V E G A N community. The company's psychology, along with their motto: 
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„respect for life" is heavily aligned with the current trends on the market and therefore it 

can be used to promote the product itself. 

Today's franchise functioning is beneficial for the brand due to the fact that Forky's 

brand is being recognized in different countries and that means, in different places and 

markets. The restaurant's positioning is not only key for the customer's convenience, 

but also gives the opportunity to hire more staff, i f needed, since it is situated in the city 

center. Restaurant - Image, Design, Comfortability and Hospitality of this place is 

playing a big role in the overall quality of experience among the customers and word of 

mouth promotion. 

Various types of cooperation take place like influencer cooperation and radio stations. 

3.9.2 Weaknesses 

The recognition within the market of indirect competition is not the largest. Restaurants, 

which are located nearby the franchise's restaurant represent big sharks amongst the 

customers seeking a simple or traditional meal for lunch or dinner. 

Franchise cooperation as a whole, meaning the connectivity of the franchise branches 

themselves is on a low level. The branches hardly communicate between each other in 

other means than money and „personalisation" of the marketing is on the freeze point, 

since its centralized for the whole franchise. 

Till this date there was almost non-existing marketing communication, a small amount 

of website and social media profile visitors, as well as insufficient paid promotion. No 

„physical evidence" on the streets is visible and the recommendation is still based 

mainly on the online references and word of mouth. 

The restaurant is to some level dependent on the suppliers, especially of certain types of 

ingredients and packages, eventhough the bargaining power of the suppliers is not that 

high, in these days there is still a risk of rapid change on the market and within the chain 

itself and there exists a strong need to be able to act quickly if that happens. 

3.9.3 Opportunities 

The demand for a plant-based products and meals is on the rise, as well as the 

advancement of the people's mindset to follow a healthy lifestyle. More people tend to 
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live and eat sustainably and healthy, with the addition of being considerate to the 

environment. This all sits perfectly into the vision and mission of the Forky's franchise. 

A solid opportunity lies within the self presentation and promotion of the brand itself, 

since the activities on social media and marketing overall are not so well managed and 

supported. When managed correctly, it could generate a higher number of potential 

customers attracted and also other benefits. 

Introducing new customer segments - B2B market. The B2B market specialisation is 

taken as an opportunity due to the fact that the franchise started their own production 

line of some V E G A N products and they are even rebranding different types of food. 

With these products, they can not only sell them through their eshop, but also try to 

penetrate a new market of B2B and widen their horizons, as well as their customer base 

and revenues. 

Exploiting the seasons and public holidays into franchises advantage is another step 

which can be taken. People enjoy thematic content and sales, the franchise can use this 

to their sales promotion, 

3.9.4 Threats 

The current economic situation is not pleasant for anyone on the market, while still 

recovering from the pandemic restrictions and the two years time span, where the 

revenues were hard to get, the inflation and logistics prices sky rocketed, as well as the 

prices of energy. The ongoing war conflict in Eastern Europe could result in various 

problems and shortages in the supply chain, which would mean a big wake up call for a 

franchise dependent mostly on organic products and bioamass. 

Talking about the delivery services which are taking over the gastro delivery service 

market at the moment, it represents a big competition, especially for a restaurant which 

tries to enforce their own delivery service. 

3.9.5 Summary of the results from the SWOT framework 

In this very last section of the second - analytical part of this thesis the information 

mentioned above will be briefly concluded with the usage of pin point into a table for 

better visualisation and assesment. 
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Table 3: The summary of the results - SWOT 

(Source: Own work according to Sarsby, 2016) 

Strenghts Weaknesses 
Strong brand establishment and market 
recognition within the VEGAN community 

Small recognition within the market of indirect 
competition 

The allignment of the vision and psychology 
of the franchise with the current trends 

Low branch connectivity and cooperation as a 
franchise 

Multiple markets (different countries) Marketing communication/Promotion 
Restaurant and its positioning The dependance on the suppliers and certain 

types of ingredients to some extent 
Various kinds of cooperation 
Opportunities Threats 
Increasing demand for the plant-based meals 
and products, healthy lifestyle trends 

Current economy recession 

Self presentation Current market situation - post-pandemic 
The B2B market shift/specialisation The ongoing war conflict 
Seasonal marketing Delivery service companies trend 
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4 Proposal and Suggestions 
The third and also the last part of this bachelor's thesis is dedicated to the proposal and 

suggestions for the improvement of the current situation of the company, based on the 

gained knowledge and information from the previous (analytical) part. I will focus on 

interpretation through the marketing mix, specifically on the tools „4P". 

As mentioned in the introduction, these suggestions should hopefully help the company 

to increase the demand for their goods and services, market recognition, better attracting 

potential customers and overall improve their promotional activities. From the stated 

information I figured that the biggest opportunity for improvement currently lies in the 

marketing communication itself and that is why this problem will be given the most 

space of them all in the proposal part. 

4.1 Product 

The franchise as a whole offers a pretty much stable portfolio of meals and products, 

with a few additions being introduced every once in a while. The company's e-shop 

brings opportunities not just for the consumer market, but also for a B2B sector, which 

may be more crucial in the future. The offer and the menu is sufficient enough to keep 

the sales level satisfied and the quality of service in individual branches is maintained 

properly, therefore I see no urgent need for a change in this field. 

With this being said, I would recommend the company to keep the current activities as 

they are since it does not worsen the company's performance. On the contrary, the sales 

registered on the eshop are steadily rising and comfort them very well, especially in the 

times of pandemic restrictions, it helped them to get through without having really bad 

financial struggles. Since the times are getting better and worse at the same time -

pandemic restrictions fell off, but the energy crisis has risen, I would recommend 

focusing even more on the semi-finished products and the e-shop itself. If the trend goes 

on, it will have more recognition among existing customers and it will lead to a bigger 

success. Making most of the online environment should be a real goal for the upcoming 

years. 
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Along with what has been said, my other point would be to put emphasis on the 

seasonal products and subsequently their proper promotion. The functionality of this 

type of strategy has already been confirmed to some extent. Personally I would 

recommend creating a stable portfolio of these seasonal products, which would consist 

of not only seasonal meals, but also cloth pieces, accessories and beverage products. 

4.2 Price 

Taking into account the information from the analytical part, it is pretty clear that the 

company sets the price in some kind of dynamic way - competition based pricing, 

combined with a cost based pricing. From a customer view, the price of meals in the 

restaurant is very reasonable given the quality and luxury level of the space and food 

itself. The company takes into account ongoing price trends and pays attention to the 

operating costs, these days, mainly electricity and rent. 

Direct competition with the positioning as Forky's have pretty much the same price 

level for the vegan meals and dishes, therefore the customers who follow this diet and 

are familiar with food dispensaries of the same kind can realise this. On the other hand, 

there is the fact that not every customer of Forky's needs to have the same opinion, due 

to seemingly cheaper indirect competition in the restaurant's neighbourhood, which 

could possibly have a repelling effect. Overall there is not really much space for 

bringing the price down and it is sufficient the way it is now. 

One recommendation from my side could be to offer more seasonal products for a 

lower price in certain times of the year, as they already have some seasonal products 

in their portfolio. There is also an opportunity to make some kind of „lucky hours" in 

the restaurant in the daytime, when the customer attendance is lower. 

4.3 Place 

In terms of the branch on Jakubské náměstí, there is really not anything to think about at 

the moment. It is situated in a perfect spot in the city centre and it is a remarkable place 

to enjoy a lunch break. The way it functions now is a bit expensive, with a lot of lights 

and cash desks, along with the monitors (4), so i f there is a need for savings in terms of 

operational costs, it can be reconsidered. However this all goes hand in hand with the 
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brand image, which functions very well. I would not recommend giving up the place or 

its features i f it is completely necessary. 

In terms of food delivery, recently they started their own delivery service (cars only). 

However, most deliveries are still done by intermediaries, such as DameJidlo and Wolt. 

Taking into account the conditions and margin which these companies usually have, I 

would strongly recommend trying to enhance the effort in this field. Competing with 

these delivery „sharks" could be very challenging, but also very rewarding. The 

customers pay a lot more because of the intermediaries for the final product, than they 

would if the delivery is done by Forky's and that could have a big impact on the number 

of orders. My suggestion is to choose a maximum of two delivery companies, one for 

the hot meals and one for the semi-finished products sold online, for a collaboration 

and try to slowly take their place with the delivery service provided by themselves. 

Currently they would not have the capacity to deal with all the orders themselves alone, 

but it would be beneficial to try to reach this point in the future, making the most out of 

the whole process. 

Last but definitely not least is a topic of the eshop and the products placed for sale there 

online. At the moment the customer has a possibility to either order it for hand-to-hand 

delivery, or use a dispensary for a pick-up (Zasilkovna). The customers can place the 

order at any time and have the opportunity to choose a date and time of a delivery, 

which is very convenient. In this manner, things are managed pretty well and there is 

not an urgent need for a change. 

4.3.1 Proposal n. 1 

Table 4: Range of Proposal n. 1 within the current marketing mix of the company 

Price Product Place Promotion 
Proposal n. 1 X X X X 

My recommendation would definitely be to start focusing also on the B2B market 

sector, which would be a very interesting opportunity. Collaboration with food chains 

and supermarkets situated in the Czech Republic would prepare the ground for 

presenting the Forky's brand and the products themselves. The company has already 

started production of their own goods, not even mentioning the rebranded ones which 
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are imported and they could place them into shelves of different chains around the 

industry. Creation of the best-seller package from their range of goods, along with 

taking into account the needs of a supermarket, shop or a health food store suitable for 

cooperation, would definitely be a good start. Although it may seem pretty clear and 

easy, there for sure are going to be obstacles, especially from the supermarketer's side, 

who usually have given quotas for a volume of a product the supplier needs to provide 

weekly or monthly. This goes mainly to some of the biggest food chains and 

multinational corporations, e.g. Albert, Billa, Tesco and Lidl. That is why I would 

recommend to try to find the best possible option among these chains, primarily starting 

with local (Czech) companies and shops, e.g. Delmart, which is a concept of a 

„premium supermarket and bistro" that could work mutually very well with the brand 

image of Forky's. Other options could be for example Globus, even though these shops 

are huge (unlike Delmart), the chain is not really that huge in comparison to the other 

ones in the Czech Republic. 

The agreement itself between the sides could vary greatly and I have no specific 

financial or volume estimates, since I have no information about the requirements of 

the food chains, however I see a huge potential in this sector. The one crucial aspect that 

the company should be careful about is overtrading. 

4.4 Promotion 

As stated in the beginning of this part, a lot of attention will be paid to this topic, since 

the utilisation of the marketing communication is not optimal and there is a room for 

improvement. The marketing is common for all the branches across the franchise. 

The current marketing activities which are applied by the company are the following: 

- Personal references 

Social media 

- Website (PPC), Blogs 

Influencers 

- Radio 

- Public relations (social and environmental responsibility) 
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Taking into account that the marketing was close to non-existent in the previous years, 

the recognition among the direct competition is strong and the overall effort of the 

company aims the right way. They try to be active on the internet and social media, 

which is a very crucial matter of course for the sector as a whole. However, in my 

opinion, the utilisation is not structured in the most efficient way. 

Social media 

The current social media platforms which the franchise operates in as a part of the 

promotion are Facebook and Instagram. My recommendation would be to consider 

adding another platform, specifically TikTok, which has become such a promotion tool 

these days, the businesses can't be overlooking it. Companies around the globe are 

investing their resources for marketing into the platforms, as it is becoming one of the 

largest players not only as a social media platform, but also as a marketing platform. 

TikTok user base in Czech republic consists of people between 13-24 years of age, 

which is a significantly lower number than the Instagram's or Facebook's. As we know 

from the external environment analysis, young generation tends to emphasise the 

environmental crisis and global nature issues, which plays into the hands of companies, 

such as Forky's. 

4.4.1 Proposal n.2 

Table 5: Range of Proposal n.2 within the current marketing mix of the company 

Product Price Place Promotion 
Proposal n.2 X 

With this being said, having more social media platforms to place content and 

personalised advertisement on is definitely a better option for attracting new customers 

than having less. The content posted on the platforms is the exact same at the moment, 

which in this case really does make sense, since they are both part of the M E T A 

universe and majority of the users are connected to either one or both of them. There is 

however a space for at least a slight differentiation of the content posted on these 

platforms, since every customer is different. The current company's spending on the 

social media platforms and website (PPC) promotion combined is around 10000 

CZK/month, mainly used on Instagram posts. I think that reconsidering the amount and 
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relocating the resources would be a smart option, since the Instagram suits really well 

for the visualisation of the products and meals, but for a 30000 people reach it is a bit 

too much. My advice would be to try to reconsider the key words and target groups 

better and try to maintain more or less the same reach (25000-30000), with a lower 

budget. The other part of a budget + additional amount of 10000 C Z K would then go 

into the newly created TikTok platform account, where the money could have a 

significantly higher impact combined with the Instagram. Overall I think it might be 

sufficient to increase the budget to at least 30000 C Z K combined, with the construction 

being 10000 C Z K invested in PPC campaign and website promotion, same amount on 

the TikTok campaign and the last third of the budget would cover the advertisement on 

M E T A platforms (Facebook, Instagram). 

Sales promotion and seasonal deals 

In this part, I would like to express my opinion on the possibility of seasonal deals and 

possible designs of sales promotion activites. This could help to preserve the customer 

base and attract new customers. 

4.4.2 Proposal n.3 

Table 6: Range of Proposal n.3 within the current marketing mix of the company 

Product Price Place Promotion 
Proposal n.3 X X X 

Seasonal offer + accessories 

My other recommendation would be to take chances on the seasonal change and in 

connection with this the seasonal offerings. The restaurant, even the whole franchise 

could introduce a signature seasonal offer for each season of the year, which could take 

form of a signature meal that goes along with some type of beverage and optional 

accessories - clothing pieces (T-shirts, sweatshirts, caps), cups, wooden cutlery. The 

offer has to be thought through properly, as the meals themselves have to fall into the 

category of highly demanded and steadily sold. In my opinion, the best option to 

approach these seasonal deals would be to create a menu for each of the four quarters 

(seasons) of the year - Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter which would be in a form 
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of a signature Forky's dish, a beverage an optional accessory (free or paid, depends on 

the kind of accessory). For example, in Christmas time there is an opportunity to exploit 

the tradition and introduce a seasonal offer consisting of: Forky's Nofish dish, Jasmine 

Kombucha beverage and a keychain with franchise's logo and Santa's headcap on 

it. This would not only target all the potential customers and segments (Czech people as 

well as foreigners, Vegans and Vegetarians, adults and children,...), but it would also 

help to build the physical evidence and to promote the sales. The price of this seasonal 

offer would depend on the scale, but the important thing is that it should create value for 

the customer as well as for the franchise. This particular design pricing is currently: 

169+69+20 = 258 C Z K from which could the executives build up on and edit 

adequately. 

In this manner I would also recommend creating a set of key chains with the franchise's 

logo, as another physical evidence and option to go along with the menu. The producing 

price of the keychains is dependent on the amount of pieces which would the company 

ensure. Usually, i f the order is above 200 pes, the price would be around 15-25 C Z K per 

piece. 

4.4.3 Proposal n.4 

Table 7: Range of Proposal n.4 within the current marketing mix of the company 

Product Price Place Promotion 
Proposal n.4 X X 

Happy hours 

The company could also introduce some kind of „happy hours" in their individual 

dispensaries. I can not really tell the best option of realisation in the means of the price 

because that depends really on the top management. Generally speaking, e.g. ten 

percent of the original price could be deducted in form of a discount on a given menu 

for the day, giving the restaurant an opportunity to sell the leftover lunch meals and at 

the same time giving the customers a opportunity to obtain the desired meal at a lower 

price. It can be in a form of a menu package (meal+beverage) designed to be eaten in 

the restaurant, takeaway or both. 
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The daytime and range of the sale would of course depend on each branch itself, since 

they are situated in a different place and have different workload range. For the 

restaurant on Jakubské náměstí 1, the most amount of customers are coming for a lunch 

or a dinner, that means between the usual time for these activities. The restaurant 

registers the least amount of customers between the times from 15:00-17:00, which 

would be ideal to introduce the happy hours. 

4.4.5 Other recommendations 

Here I listed my other recommendations, which the company could try to broaden the 

promotion actions and activities. These are more of some kind of „bonuses", but they 

would not function as only promotion activities alone, it could be taken as a next step in 

development of the company's activities. 

Event hosting/participation 

The company should, without a doubt, exploit every chance they get to promote their 

product or at least display it so the public and potential customers can see it. With this 

being said, the franchise should focus on being present on most environmental 

seminars, lectures and fairs of any kind somehow associated with their psychology and 

try to present themselves in the best light. The company could try their luck on events 

such as Veggie Planet or VeganFest, which are taking place yearly in Brno and Prague. 

Free food or beverage tastings every once in a while would be an excellent addition to 

their marketing and their image as a higher-class brand. My recommendation would be 

to try to create a participation in a few events throughout the year, starting at once every 

3 months, with the investments on tastings being 7500 CZK, a total of 30000 C Z K a 

year. 

Cooking classes, Podcasts 

There is always a possibility to adapt and improve. In these modern days a lot of people 

tend to learn new things via the internet and educational videos. There may be an 

opportunity in exploiting this trend by creating some kind of cooking classes online, 

since the videos of the meals being prepared by the franchise's recipe are already made 

(some of them - company's webiste and Youtube). There is an option of using these 
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videos and adding a voice message over it to create the content at first, over time it 

could be made by some of the franchise's chefs as a real „cooking class". 

Another recommendation is to participate on or create own podcast where the franchise 

representative could be speaking about topics which are taken as pillars to their 

psychology - ecology, sustainability, carbon footprint, global warming, endangered 

animals and disappearing wildlife. This type of self presentation, with the possibility to 

invite experts from the field could create an amazing platform to promote the brand and 

increase the market recognition. The podcast creation on any platform should be free of 

charge, however the producing of the content could be quite pricey, in terms of human 

resources (guest + host need to be paid). In this manner I would not recommend going 

over 2000 C Z K per 10 minute podcast episode. Other costs of production would rise for 

a proper microphone and headphones (taking into account, that the frachise possesses a 

functional notebook/laptop). These things are available online in a proper quality for 

approx. 4000 C Z K combined. 

4.5 Summary and costing of proposals 

In this very last chapter I would like to recap and calculate all of the proposed 

recommendations which I submitted. Proposals themselves should fulfill the main 

objective (goal) of the thesis, namely the increase in the number of customers and the 

effectiveness of promotion activities. It depends solely on the company's executive, 

whether he applies or implements any of the proposals. 

In my opinion, the franchise has a lot of untapped potential in the field of promotion 

activities and does not také advantage of everything they can. The optimisation and 

utilisation of social media and online advertising should be a priority on which they can 

build other marketing campaigns. Slowly pushing into the B2B sector will require a 

very careful approach, but it could also be very rewarding, taking into account that the 

company already has its own production line. Overtrading is something that the 

executives have to think about when expanding, but establishing relationships in terms 

of cooperation with this sector is a step forward nevertheless. Introducing other 

promotion activities like the mentioned seasonal offers and lucky hours could help to 

strenghten their position wihin the existing customer base and aslo to attract other 

potential customers. 
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Now I would like to point out the summary of costs of the above mentioned proposals 

and other recommendations, hand in hand with the benefits it can bring for the franchise 

itself. 

Table 8: Summary of costs and benefits of the submitted proposals 

(Source: Own work) 

Estimated costs Benefits 
Proposal n.l Unknown - dependent on the 

type of cooperation 
Sales amount 
Position strenghthening 
Brand presentation 
Physical evidence 
Diversification 

Proposal n.2 From the current 10000 to 
30000 C Z K (20000 C Z K 
additional costs/month) 

Promotion campaign options 
Brand recognition 
Aquiring new customers 
Brand awareness 

Proposal n.3 Proposed design per menu 
=> 258 C Z K 
200 Keychains in a price of 
25 per piece => 5000 C Z K 
(one-time cost) 

Sales promotion 
Promotion campaign options 
Physical evidence 

Proposal n.4 The price of a menu - 10% Sales promotion 
Leftovers allocation 

Event hosting/Participation 7500 C Z K every 3 months 
=> 2500 CZK/month 

Brand legacy and reputation 
Public relations improvement 
Targeting interest groups 

Cooking classes/Podcats Unknown - dependent on the 
guest 
+ 
Microphone and headset => 
4000 C Z K (one-time cost) 

Added value 
Cooperation possibilities 
Self-presentation 

Overall the monthly costs coming from the proposals, which can be clearly identified, 

would add up to 22500 C Z K (social media and event hosting). The other proposals are 

dependent on many other variables, mainly on the executives choice. These proposals 

are not meant to be realised all at once and the timing of implementing them is very 

crucial. In my opinion, the social media and website promotion activities should be a 

number one priority for the franchise. 
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CONCLUSION 
Bachelor's thesis with the name Marketing Mix of the Selected Company was focused 

on a proposal for improvement of the current marketing mix with the help of conducted 

analyses. 

In the theoretical part I described the basic terms of marketing, market environment and 

the marketing mix. Obtained knowledge from the professional literature formed a base 

on which I performed an analysis of the company's current marketing mix. The current 

state was assesed by research interviews with two people of the company operation -

the owner and vision holder and the assistant manager for the logistics and marketing 

activities, as well as desk research and mystery shopping. This is where the basic 

information about its operation was introduced. Subsequently I performed analyses of 

the company's market environment (macro, micro), market attractivity and competition 

rivarly and with the resulting information formed points in the SWOT framework. 

Identified factors from the analyses formed a basis on which I purposed the proposals in 

the fourth final part. 

Proposals were partly focused on utilisation of promotion activities, which I believe can 

deliver higher profits and number of customers. I strongly hope and believe that all the 

submitted proposals will help the company both in aquiring new customers and in 

consolidating its position on the market. 
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ATTATCHMENTS 

SUPERBOWLS STREET FOOD DEZEFTY / SWEETS 

GADO-GADO © © _ > 199 Kč 
Bohatý ncivcsky zei-en novy ÍJ IJ ; s g?iu .It a-̂ el 1/ akaritni 
arašídovou omáčkou 
/ A rich Indonesian •.ecersrJa ?alac •.'.-'1-, jre-riaJle to coed w'th a spicy 

TOM KHA „GAI" 199 Kc 
• nsjska veil: J 2jh'i--a-: i >o : Fogy's clunks ;.a tei" JL '--a 'jredcli 
kouskj). Pikaní ní verea : chilli papričky 
/Thai large warminc soupwith Forky'e crmrks {alternative to chicken 
chunke-). Salcy version : chilli peaoers 

BALANCED POWER PLATE © ® 1 W K Č 
Proteinové quinoa kousky, hummus, za'aiar, ajvar. susena rajcala, nakládaná 
okurka, i>uké oil vy, OMčcrií kvískový cli líc, mase lun, bylinky 
/ Protein q ji noa piaees, hummus. za'ata\Mv*1 suii-cr-.-c tůmaiůas, plcklad 
ojcunraei; Gf?*|. ntves. - lastsc sojrcough bread. meEclun. herbs 

SUSHI BOWL i ® ® 199 Kc 
S^shi týie., marinované tolu, okurka, takuwantra. edaTname. 
múrí.ka rasa wakam*. nakládaný zázvor, sazam, tiaulka 
/Sushirice, sesaiie- o I i clic-yj nia: nat î lof J vvakarne, edamama. 
takuwantro, cucumber, pickled fjinger. sesame seeds, spring orion 
f wassbilOKc 

BURGERS 
Bofratí no kpnrniletrřl bllkuvfrry z luiHénin a obilovin, sytě, -jiné shut' 
B absdiitně béz chalesterolj. VybErte. Si Výhodná meilj s neijenyfii 
Ciena MB ňúlene bsay irarnaory v-e slupce) a cípem neaosalátkam. 
/ Dur burgers ace-rich in noteins from wheat and legumes, full of flavours 
and free of cholesterol You ran order a single burger or meiL with raked 
crenajHe (halve c iieoy cotatoes in the sk'ni with dio orealad, 

FORKY'S BURGER 0 © @ 159 Kc / menu 214 Kc 
S rajčaty. červenců C-ÍJII kyse Í J ;kj-k^j, salátem a BBQ omáčkou 
/ Wírh tomatoes, rec onion, ankles, s a iat> £ BBO sauce 

CHEEZ BURGER ® © ® 169 Kč / manu 224 Kč 
r̂ wv'S rvrrer r. nlatl.Fi". rrwti'pifirn /wa^ • 
/ Forky/s bjrger iv:th a d ce •( plant-sasEg ..chedear" 

CIIICK'N BURGER 0 ® 179 Kč / menu 234 Kč 
Smažený řízek s„kureci" pritliLili, k/uaavým salátem, Dkufkoj, červenou 
c'bufcou a fresh mayo 
•• C- :k' • =.-r -11 '.::e v, th •: ."'say salac, cucumber, led enton, and fraeh mayo 

SPICY BURGER 169 Kil ™ > u 2 2 i Kč 
S rajčaty, červenců ci^jii.jalai'f fln jaaríkčni, 5aiaT=m & sa"cy omáčkou 
/ With tomatoes, rec onion.[atapařo aepoers & sp:cy sauce 

NOřISH BURGER © © 179 K č / m e n u 234 Kč 
koprovou ramjIddOLi. aaay 

..> t f lei •; th II- li •• le 

QUEEN BURGER © ® ® 2 4 « Kc / menu 2 4 « Kc 
firilovan^ slovrwty vysok^220g kabsriitek so saldftem, UP kacupem. 
fikjrktu, c'buRfOU, hb r̂iicia Fork/i LSftilOir ilartiilnu 
/ Grillec |j"cy 22&s aatl w"th salad, organic ketcluo, cuc-umber, muslard. 
onion and Forky's otait bacon 

BEZLEPKGVA VERZE / GLUTEN FREE VERSION + 35 Kc 
l T f l r ln r tb^«Cr^b U ^ ,3 F fc Y b U rn«> 
Z sbiitakfl -a qui/ioy « BL houskou 
I Glutejilree version rratjefrom shiltafce £ qurtoa. gluten fr*e TJJII 
+ extra: vegan cedar / Cheddar 15 Kc 
+ extra: jalapehov: 15 Kc 
+ e;)ctra: Forky's sknina / Fork/s bacon 45 KE 

CHICK'N NUGGETS O ® 179 Kc 
floati'riiiE alsernat \& trnazeiiyih kjres^h " j^siek, ^ieiia lla, cio 
/ Fred plar>1-b*sed nuggets (cheken flavoured), crena'ile & d̂ p 

MINI KARBANÁTKY © S 169 Kč 
Z Ěoííky a ryže s bratřiaorgvyni ealíterri nolw gronailie odiaom 
/ fentil-NQarrj'ri! patties-with potaln 5alt}d qr crerai|leand dip 

STRIPS WRAP © © < $ 159 Kč i menu 214 Kč 
Smaže ně Etnas ve wrapua rajčaty, salátem, okurkou, červenou 
•-" j..ll a j í i iní r.-aR-'iftko,r m*cko.i 

^ Fried strira in a wrap w'th lome toes, se led. red union and ligňt gariro sauce 

KEBAB WRAP C D © ® 149 Kč / m e n u 204 Kč 
Autenticky kořeněny >.a - ovj ..keoaa', rsicE, oí̂ jrka, černaní cibule-, 
óervEné eek omáčka s šalvěji a aaturejkou 
/ Aut he nt "celly marnaťsc se-̂ an ,iííoa Í". toms-to, cjcunider, red on'o"!, 
rodoaboage, sage £ saturejas-aueo 
INDIAN CHUNKS WRAP C,:«;•_<• 149 Kč / menu 204 K i 
flosll nni alternativa šťavnatých kuřecích kousků v ind'ckim kořeni 
ů křupavou DerÉ-tvaiiSelEnirlQU a curry mayo 
/ s-lanlbsnjed a It a rn at ve iw'py chicken p"?c=s n inran sgi^g w'lh orunchy 
fresh ̂ e=gatables and curry mayo 

SUA WARM A WRAP © ® < ® 149 Kc / menu Z04 Kc 
Blfřkuvýtlladnl ků/i*něiláFcri:/£; ^hdivarira i křupar.ůU ňerEtjůij a rtakládailoj 
1-;ÍL" ilOjĚjCmne cLSnikovů^ LTTiilikí:-. PkuilM veflt . JSJCnU'flikOj 
s.-chug •rnádkDj a astriTn. pa^rckati : M.iiofe Easte-n 5.3Ty Fcrk/s 
s-hůrvan™ with r^spyfresh and pídefed věfletoblee ivŤtli 3 mird. garlic MJOO, 
Spicy version vsfze_^:w;tíi Vemeni s-shug aajcearM hotpanpefs 

GREEK STYLE WRAP © © 149 K č / menu Z04 Kč 
í>rnlE-i>Dvé q jlnoa knusky, hinranuB, nalozera ra\ča)a, olivy, nalc^riá 
<r;fT--f(\Á en.III:Í r̂j is-a r̂̂ .irkí. rrv.íTlnná í̂ srnsT va íyrjfeta 
/ ProlE'n qj;roa D'EC-EE, h-jmrnJ&. r.- ckhi li^niíln-^s .:-i VES, aickled red 
íiriori. cr'ir.v ejcjmne' vfí.-=t5r s sitf ni AT •/* to t-v-í •• • -i^'? 

SPECIALITY 
RRAMBOROVĚ KNEDLÍKY S UZENÝM ® © @ 199 KČ 
S červeným Slad^ckyselým mim -tfidková omáčka SE SmaŽanů-L C-i&Ulkoj 
/ Siiiffřd půiatůfliirtipl ngs with isc cabaaoe, dafriinlaoe.ftlEiE" on Ion 

SMAŽENÝ ŘÍZEK/ FRIED SCHNITZEL © @ 219 Kč 
Smažená rostl nná alternativakuřecíha řízku s vlceňskym ararriljwovýrn 
satátem nebo srenaílle 
•• T- sc r.\ři" oa=.í-r shínv.ťvF-To .MíVksn f-rhn :••=: wth V ňnnftF^ n^třlr. 
salac or grena lie 

NORDSEEGRILLĚDRLLET © ® 219 Kč 
Grilovaní r-= siI ma ahemauva rybího íilelj s remulaeau a vi'jensk/m 
bramborei'ýmsiláttm FteuogreriailJa 
f GrflIad.fiEh" rnint with rwrvůulsrie-. V ěiiísse aotato salac oř gra-naille 

POVIDLOVĚ KNEDLiČKY 
/ P L U M JAM DUMPLINGS © 3 k s 9 9 K Ď 
fimeSisrn a cukrem i Pljmjsm cumplncjs with poppy EEřdsanr sur;Bt 

SHAWAHMA j © 199 Kč 
BlíSkůVytihíjSni íL-ri?riťiij 1-crKV 5 savarfna 6 na-klítailúj zeteiirnůj 
ajeíiiriěč^sríékcvúL omáčkůu s pečenými rjrenaill*. 
P:kantr!l verze j : sjemerisksj Í.-A-J^ i-Tickoj a aransk)'̂  aair 'i>am: 

/ Mic-cte Eastern Forky's shavíaimfj LV ti ,i ;kies. i'ght garl'osajco with 
•rEnatle. Spicy vei&ion : uvitti VErnEn: s-ch j^; aaiicE are Arabe GEppErE.. 

THAI GREEN CURRY . ® _ > 1 9 9 K Č 
Pak choi. cukrový IHČÍE-".. In'-stkove llsly. •amrjuFstme výhonky, kokosové 
mléko, euketa. brokolice, konandr. tofu, jasrnínova rýze 
/ Pík shoí. e-ijgar snap ?eas. lime leavesJ aamlDga shoDts, ggconijt m:|k, 
ZAfCctvtii. oroKůli, Kjriartder.tofj.jůsinire rice 

Zuh.sk>- Twk>juk> u CŮIÍI sijckoít jf: .i--: j A = o L- ̂  n 111 -a • h: y 
.' Desserls, macaroons ano other svieets • ask for life o*I y offer 

K PIVU A VINU / EAT W. BEER OR WINE 

129 Kč NňCHOS » _ > 
Nachos sguBcamole e okantnl emáčkou 
/ Hachos. iv'th giiacsmole and saicy sauce 

ĎÁBELSKÁ TOPINKA/DEVIL'S TOAST © © 129 Kč 
Křupej opečený ehléo s pikaninrsmaFsr 
.' Devil's toast • toasted aread with socy spread 

KING'S CASHEW © ® 179 Kč 
Rostlinná alter naiva camambertu z. kasu ořechů s bílou plTsni 
stiriis iikarrv a vlašským' ůre;^y, n'.esc-jri, svaskcnní chléb 
! Plant hasec alternative tn Camembart from cashaiv nuts 
Wth crartbeh-ieS Slid Walnuts, fliesSljn, fiůurdourjh bíeac 

PŘÍLOHY/SIDES 
Pečené grcnalllo (culené bab1/ brambory ve slupce) jf) 50 Kb 

I baked grenailte (halved baby potatoes in the skin) 

Jasmínová ryže 11 a smi ne rtce >..s 4$ K£ 

Malý míchaný salát 69 Kč 

/ email salad 

Forfcys slanina •• Forky's bacon 45 Kč 

Chick'n nugget l i 15 Kč 

Mint karbanátek / Le-ntJMce mini paltle-e Ix (Ji 15 Kc 

DIP: mayo, BBQ spicy, curry, česnek, kečup ( | > ® 3D Kč 

DIPs: mayo, BBQ, spicy, curry, garlic, ketchup ® @ SO Kč 

Dorty,zákusky, hageiy a bagely dledenni nabidky 

Sweets, cakes, baguettes and bagels according no da.ly offe' 

MEKU - rjreraille • malý míchaný aaJát v ceně 

MEAL DEAL • grenailk I small mixed salad Included 

= BBT lepku (muieobsarsovat stopy le-pku) 

= Cluteh free (rna, contain Itacea of dluten] 

Kt/cAyrié isvifá 30 minul před Aoncent otevírat;/ doby. 

/ tí/ferten cío-ses 30 mrns oeťore c/osinp fijre 

SEZNAM ALERSEHÚ / LIST OF ALERQENS 

Q)-1a»k / oliÄBíi © • arašidy i peanuts 0-sĎjove bobv/soy oeans 

OD-oreoliyynuts 0-celer y cekry ®-horčice/mustard 

[íl)-sezam y sesame 
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NÁPOJE / DRINKS 
näpüje f i ů j )Oü% r<j5.TflrniBŤifi půvírťlu H IQO'-. ľilant sased 

DOMÁCÍ LIMO S KOUSKY OVOCE 

Filtrovaná voda / Filtered w ate r 

Karafa s filtr, vodou, melou a citronem 

/ Carafe af fd It. water with mint & lemon 

F o r k / s U M O 

Bennkdj Royaí Crown. Vlrtea a ňauch Pomeranč 

/ Elderberry, Royal Crown, Rouch Orange 

Ovocný fresh i Fruit fresti 

Ponnerauč - Grep / Orange - Grap^frutt 

virgin Mojito 

Virgin C plarja 

Mateha ananas 

Mladý ječmen s porrwrarKovychjuice t Barley wrth orangejuica 

69 Kc 

69 K c 

/ HOMEMADE LIMO WITH FRUIT PIECES 

M A ruin f Mango fi9 Kc 

Jahodova s chilli f Straw berry wrtfi cftl III 8 9 Kc 

DOMACJ LIMO / HOME MADE LEMONADE 

Levandu lová / Lavender lirno 79 Kc 

Borůvková { Blueberry Lima 79 Kc 

M á t o v á í Mint limo 79 Kč 

KOMBUCHA 

Komluct ia Jasmínová f Jasmine 330 ml 

Korobucha Citrónová tráva / Lemongress 330 rn 

KÄU A, CA J A TEPLE NÁPOJE 
/ COFFEE, TEA, HOT DRINKS 

r es f- c 
Espresso Lunga 

Espresso Doppio, 

+ rost l inná alternativa mláka SpiDud \$) 

/ p l a m based milk alternative Sproud 

Cappucdnc 

Café Lotto 

l e d o v ě (icůcfi Latte Maechiato 

Ledově (iced) Americano 

E.-p re;̂  ?. O Toni C 

Sypaný čaj dle denní nabídky / Loo3e tea 

Čaj r čers tvé m á t y / Tea Í r o m Fresh mi m 

čaj t ŕ-frt-flTVfthn zázvoru / TJM f rom f re £h g 11 g ei 

NA OSVEŽENt / FOR REFRESHMENT 

42 Kč 

42 Kč 

65 Kč 

1GKČ 

5 9 Kč 

61 Kč 

7 5 Kč 

69 Kč 

69 Kč 

5 6 Kč 

5 6 Kč 

56 Kč 

1 3 K Č 

6 « Kč 

6 9 Kč 

9 9 Kč 

9 9 Kč 

9 9 Kč 

9 9 Kč 

NÁPOJE / DRINKS 
mpoj&jECiü 100% rastlinného původu ; 100'Jí, plant hasí 

PIVO / SEER 

F i a n k l e a l ľ Q.2; O..41 

ležák /lager 

Bernard F r w 

Nealko 0.51 lahvové / Nůn-Hlccholic Beer 0.51 bottle 

EHÉM S*.*<*J max.; D.5%[*1,/ Afcx*id wnleni IHM ,: 0,5* val) 

VÍNO /WINE 

Vino Rauš 0,1 dl / láhev 

- ~! Ĺ andsk í bik - Chordo n n ay - Rul andské mod 

/ - Pinol Blanc - Chardonnay - Pinct Nestr 

KOKTEJLY / COCKTAILS 

32 / 49 KČ 

3 9 K 5 

Aperol Spritz: 109 K5 

Boitnkový Spritz / EJde rbe rry S prill 99 Kč 

Mimosa Ů 3 Kč 

Gin-Tonic 109 Kč 

Růžový Gň> Tonics plátky n ü i / Pink Gin-Tmi ic with rose petals 11 & Kč 

M Í J Í - ; . 1 0 9 Kč 

Cuba Libre 109 Kč 

PinaCclada 1 1 9 KČ 

APERITIVY 

Marlin! (EKtra dry Btenco) 

Cr c d n o (nealko) 

DESTILÁTY / DESTILATES 

Grappa 

Bombay Sappho e 

Grey G o o s * 

RUM 

Pyrat 

Legen dar i o 

Bacardi 

WHISKY 

Jack Daniels 

Jamaenn Stack Barrel 

• M Uli 11 "i "J I Ľ 

69 KČ 

59 KČ 

109 KČ 

30 Kč 

9 9 K Č 

139 KČ 

SO Kŕ 

7 9 K Č 

99 Kc 

139 KČ 

&9KČ 
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